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ABSTRACT 

The article contains a description of the changes that have been taking place 

over the past few years in the Polish public relations industry, including factors 

related to COVID-19. The publication presents the methodology of construction and 
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structure of the public relations industry condition index. The project was conducted 

in 2017, 2019 and 2021. The recent quantitative survey was conducted with a sample 

of 421 public relations professionals. This is one of the largest surveys conducted in 

the Polish communication market. 

. 

 

KEY WORDS: Public relations, Covid-19, internal communications, Poland. 

. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The public relations industry in Poland has been developing intensively for more 

than 30 years, and it is closely linked to the beginnings of the development of de-

mocracy and the free market (Szuba, 2022, p. 11). The changes that took place after 

1989 caused this sector to also find its place in the economy. It was then when the 

first PR agencies emerged, and corporations increasingly noticed the need for pro-

fessionalisation of communication efforts (Tworzydło et al., 2021, p. 97). This pe-

riod also witnessed the need to build elements of the business environment, among 

which image-building specialists had an important place. Notably, the PR industry 

has begun to develop more intensively recently, due to the dynamic changes that are 

taking place in the area of tools used in communication activities. This is especially 

the case with social media and information technology, which are used by public 

relations practitioners in communication processes. 

The public relations market in Poland is formed by a number of entities included 

in four key groups. Thus, these include independent public relations professionals, 

PR agencies, industry organizations and other support entities. Figure 1 presents the 

set of entities that also form the basis (research operative) for the research used for 

the purposes of this article. 

In the group of independent professionals we classified representatives of inter-

nal services in companies, offices, institutions, universities, institutes or NGOs, but 

also freelancers. The group of support entities includes both sponsors and patrons, 

industry focused media or entities that at one time played an important role in the 

PR industry in Poland, namely the Council of Ethics in Public Relations and the In-

ternet PR Foundation. The industry is also growing thanks to educational processes 

undertaken at universities, which, however, are still lagging behind market expecta-

tions (according to the survey). However, it's not just about majors, but more about 

the issue of introducing specialized subjects taught by practitioners into university 

curricula.  

The level of education is therefore defined to a large extent precisely by the buil-

ding of experience by students, who need not only theoretical knowledge, but also a 

practical base that will enable them to build the necessary areas of competence. In 

addition to the above entities, public relations agencies play an important role in the 
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industry, which, based on another research project conducted under the direction of 

the author of this publication, were identified 934 (Tworzydło, and Szuba, 2022, p. 

76). 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The structure of the public relations market in Poland in theoretical terms 

Source: P. Szuba, 2022, p. 13. 
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The changes described in this article apply not only to earlier years, but also to 

the upcoming period, which is related to the COVID-19 pandemic. During this pe-

riod, special changes occurred not only in the tools, but also in the task spheres of 

public relations, where such areas as crisis management and internal 

communications benefited. It can be concluded that further changes will be more and 

more intense, because the media market is transforming, as well as customer 

requirements. It is also noteworthy that media relations and communication methods 

between public relations practitioners and journalists also changed during the 

COVID-19 pandemic (Tworzydło et al., 2021, p. 44). 

On the one hand, these changes are strengthening the industry, while on the 

other hand, they are increasing the demand for public relations services. One might 

get the impression that the public relations industry is stabilizing and strengthening. 

So far, there have also been insufficient research projects conducted in this growing 

industry to describe the public relations sector. Therefore, the indicator described in 

this article can provide a basis for further discussion in this area. It can guide 

researchers to areas that need special attention. 

In conclusion, this article provides a description of the methodology for creating 

an industry condition index, as well as selected results and analyses of the data 

obtained in the course of the research work, which was carried out in three different 

periods. 

 

 

1. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Surveys of the condition of the public relations industry1 are conducted periodi-

cally every two years. So far, three editions of the project have been conducted, in 

2017, 2019 and 2021. In total, during three periods, we surveyed more than 800 pro-

fessionals and experts who evaluated the various dimensions that make up the struc-

ture of the PR industry condition index. The research was carried out by a team of 

experts from the Department of Social Communication and Public Relations of the 

Faculty of Journalism, Information and Bibliology at the University of Warsaw, as 

well as employees of Exacto's Research and Strategic Analysis Department under 

the direction of the author of this article.   

The survey – since its first edition – has been conducted among public relations 

consultants from various organizations and professional backgrounds, as mentioned 

in the introduction. Respondents therefore range from university employees to ex-

perts in various areas of corporate communications and professionals employed by 

PR agencies. The latest edition of the survey was conducted in conjunction with the 

                                                      

1 The condition index is a proprietary solution developed by a team led by Dariusz Tworzydło, PhD, 

professor of the University of Warsaw, and Przemyslaw Szuba, PhD. 
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Association of Public Relations Agencies' Think Tank project. A total of 421 res-

pondents were surveyed during this edition. Table 1 presents the distribution of the 

survey sample by period.  

 

 
Table 1. Profile of respondents in the PR industry condition survey (in %) 

Characteristics of the survey sample 
Survey 

2017 

Survey 

2019 

Survey 

2021 

Number of effective questionnaires 157 253 421 

Sex 
Women 68,2 65,2 65,9 

Men 31,8 34,8 34,1 

Education 

Below high school 

no data 

0,0 1,2 

High school 1,2 9,1 

Higher (I or II degree) 89,2 84,4 

PhD or higher 9,6 5,3 

Position 

Executive 49,0 25,1 29,1 

Executive-management 
51,0 

53,6 44,5 

Management 21,3 26,4 

Employed in 

Public sector 17,9 40,0 25,9 

Private sector 52,9 36,3 23,8 

PR agencies and 

freelancers 
29,3 23,8 50,3 

Seniority 

in the PR industry 

1-3 years 16,3 19,3 20,7 

4-10 years 52,5 39,5 32,1 

More than 10 years 31,2 41,2 47,2 

Work experience 

in a PR agency 

No experience 

no data 

57,1 34,0 

Respondent worked or 

works in a PR agency 
42,9 66,0 

Would you recommend a 

job in public relations 

industry to your friends and 

family? 

Sum of "Rather yes" and 

"Definitely yes" answers 
no data 58,3 55,6 

Source: own study 

 

 

Analyzing the methodological issues of the conducted research project, it should 

be noted that This is due to the fact that the sample has been expanded, and the 

research operative has been enlarged to specialists employed by public relations 

agencies that are part of the Association of Public Relations Agencies. in 2021 we 

can observe a slightly different employment structure than in earlier editions. Nonet-

heless, the 2021 sample size was the largest ever measured, which is beneficial for 

the quality of inference. 
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Looking at the detailed distribution of sex, education and work experience, it is 

noticeable that they are comparable throughout the history of the evaluation. Note-

worthy, among other things, is the fact that the average number of years of working 

in public relations among respondents is 9 years in 2017, 10 years in 2019 and 10.5 

years in 2021, respectively. In addition to this, it is interesting that the majority of 

PR professionals surveyed are willing to recommend jobs in their profession to 

others. 

 

 

2. PUBLIC RELATIONS INDUSTRY CONDITION INDEX –  

           SURVEY RESULTS 

The index described in this publication is the result of studies and analysis con-

ducted in the public relations industry. This indicator allows evaluating the industry 

on the basis of parameters selected by the researchers. It allows to capture the chan-

ges that are taking place in it. It contributes to the understanding of conditions occur-

ring in the subject and object environment in the analyzed industry. It also provides 

opportunities to determine the potential of the PR industry when analyzing inter-

period trends. 

In the first survey, which was conducted in 2017, the PR industry's condition 

index was at the 57% level (average index 4.42 on a scale of 1-7). After tw o years, 

there was a change and a drop to 52% (average 4.14). The third edition of the survey 

showed an improvement, confirmed by a score of 55% (average 4.27). In every year 

analyzed, the value of the indicator was in the range described as a stable situation. 

It can also be seen that the pandemic has not weakened the industry, as it might have 

seemed at first.   

The survey sample was the largest in the latest edition of the study, which shows 

the potential of this research and the growing involvement of practitioners in 

participating in this type of research initiative. Another key piece of information is 

how individual professional groups, including agencies affiliated with the Associa-

tion of Public Relations agencies, view the condition of the industry. Well, it can be 

noted that in the PR industry the affiliation to a professional group or organization 

is not significant, because everyone is struggling with the same problems. Therefore, 

it is not surprising that the PR industry condition index in the group of employees 

working at the Association of Public Relations agencies oscillates at a similar level 

as in the entire sample. 

It should be noted that the individual issues examined as part of the industry 

condition index in 2017, 2019 and 2021 break down similarly. Thus, no significant 

changes were seen that would indicate major declines or increases in any of the ana-

lyzed areas. Nonetheless, the relative best situation in the industry was assessed in 

2017. 
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Figure 2. PR industry condition index 2017-2021 

Source: study based on quantitative survey results 
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Table 2. Sub-indicators for the assessment of each dimension in 2017-2021, from which  

               the PR industry condition index is built, along with the listed sensitive areas 

Sub-indicators 
Edition of the study 

2017 2019 2021 

PR industry development 68% 63% 63% 

Customer awareness 49% 43% 48% 

PR agency services 60% 56% 60% 

Availability of professional staff 56% 49% 53% 

Education system 43% 39% 43% 

Market value of the industry 63% 58% 60% 

Financial resources allocated to PR 61% 56% 56% 

Demand for PR services 68% 63% 62% 

Ethics in PR 52% 49% 51% 

PR associations 50% 48% 49% 

Source: own study 

 

 

In the history of the survey so far, only in the case of two categories of sub-

indicators were recorded in each measurement (each edition of the survey) values 

oscillating below 50% index saturation (i.e., relatively poor evaluation results). Such 

is the case with assessing the level of client awareness of public relations activities 

(43-49%) and education designed to prepare for the work of a PR specialist (39-

43%). What's more, when it comes to evaluating the education system, the sub-

indicator in 2019 even fell below the 40% threshold. In contrast, the upper limit of 

the saturation level of sub-indicators has never yet exceeded 70%. 

Looking at the results of the survey in detail, it is worth noting that the respon-

dents' professional experience – expressed by the number of years of work in the 

industry – does not correlate with the value of the index in 2017-2021 – that is, re-

gardless of seniority in the PR industry, the condition of Polish PR is assessed by PR 

professionals in a comparable way (p > 0.05). It should also be noted that in 2017, 

women rated the condition of the PR industry better compared to men (53.5% vs. 

50% saturation of the index at p = 0.026). Finally, in both 20192, as well as in 20213, 

a positive correlation was observed between the willingness to recommend a PR job 

and the condition index. The last important point to note is that in 2021, the condition 

                                                      

2 Tau b Kendalla = 0,292; p < 0,001; n = 231. 

3 Tau b Kendalla = 0,249; p < 0,001; n = 413. 
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index significantly decreases with education level (below high school - 64.3%, high 

school - 62.9%, higher education - 53.7%, PhD or above - 51.1%, with p < 0.001). 

 

 

3. STRUCTURE OF THE PUBLIC RELATIONS INDUSTRY CONDITION  

    INDEX IN POLAND 

Table 3 presents the structure and key methodological assumptions for the 

developed index. Thus, the rules for counting sub-indicators were specified, based 

on which respondents shared their opinions and assessments. Among them are pa-

rameters for evaluating the development of the public relations industry, assessing 

clients' awareness of public relations, evaluating the quality of services offered by 

public relations agencies, the potential of employees, the education system, ethics, 

market value or demand for public relations services. A bank of sub-indicators make 

up the overall indicator described in this article. 

 

 
Table 3. Structure of the PR industry condition index - basic information 

A bank of sub-indicators from the survey 

The PR industry in Poland is not growing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
The PR industry in Poland is 

growing very fast 

Customer awareness of PR is very low 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Customer awareness of PR is 

very high 

Polish PR agencies provide low-quality services 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Polish PR agencies provide 

high-quality services 

It is very difficult to find good PR professionals 

in Poland 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

It's very easy to find good PR 

professionals in Poland 

Polish education system does not prepare for PR 

jobs 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Polish education system 

prepares very well for PR jobs 

The market value of the PR industry in Poland is 

declining 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

The market value of the PR 

industry in Poland is 

increasing 

Companies are allocating fewer and fewer 

resources to PR activities 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Companies are allocating more 

and more resources to PR 

activities 

Demand for PR services in business circles is 

very low 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Demand for PR services in 

business circles is very high 

Companies providing public relations services 

do not pay attention to the ethical dimension of 

their activities 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Companies providing public 

relations services pay extra 

attention to the ethical 

dimension of their activities 

The phrase "public relations" evokes a 

commonly negative association 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

The expression "public 

relations" evokes a universally 

positive association 

Directionality 

of scale 

Semantic differential with oppositional characteristics located within 7-point scales, where 

ratings start with the relatively weakest - point 1, and end with the best - point 7 

Model 

design 

guidelines 

- research preceded by expert 

interviews 

- facade relevance 

- the same directionality of the 

scale 

- unidimensionality 

- balancing rank of variables 

- the generality of the indicator 

- the same level of measurement 

- selection of valid observations 
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Internal validation of the index 

Reliability analysis 

using the alpha-

Cronbach's coefficient 

Value2017 (a)=0.801 

Value2019 (a)=0.729 

Value2021 (a)=0.828 

The scale when excluding items showed that there was no 

contraindication to combining all variables into an 

aggregate index. Therefore, the entire bank of indicators is 

strongly linked to the model (10 elements). 

Public 

relations 

industry 

condition 

index 

Basic statistics 
2017 

Edition 

2019 

Edition 

2021 

Edition 
Trend characteristics 

Important observations 150 242 415 
The condition of the PR 

industry is stable, but 

mediocre ratings from 

the community of 

Polish public relations 

professionals 

dominated. A 3 

percentage point 

increase in the rate over 

2019 should be 

considered a positive 

trend – given the 

pandemic crisis. 

Averaged numerical value (scale 

of 1-7) 
4,42 4,14 4,27 

Median 4,40 4,20 4,30 

Standard deviation 0,807 0,692 0,849 

Coefficient of variation 18,3% 16,7% 19,9% 

Fulfillment level of the condition 

indicator (0-100%) 
57% 52% 55% 

Source: own study 

 

 

The index, developed by a team of experts, gives a complete picture of the public 

relations industry in Poland. To verify the validity of the index, qualitative research 

was conducted, among other things, as well as an in-depth analysis of the potential 

it could bring. It can be considered that this indicator is a reliable picture of the reality 

that is ongoing in the public relations industry in Poland.  The survey found that the 

condition of the industry is stable, but the respondents' assessments were dominated 

by average results. 

 

 

SUMMARY 

The analyzed index gives a picture of the situation that is taking place in the Po-

lish public relations industry. It allows not only an assessment of the situation, but 

also the identification of key factors influencing the changes that are taking place in 

the PR industry. Its value also lies in the fact that until now there has been no research 

in the field that allowed such broad inference. That's why both the methodology and 

the results of the study should be taken as a basis for further analysis, both general 

and specific, such as on the most sensitive areas. 

As already mentioned, the selected parameters presented in the article show the 

situation and changes that are taking place in the Polish public relations industry. 

They also show two key issues that require intensive work. A key one is the issue of 

education. Particularly in this area it can be observed that there is a problem that 

requires a response. The intensity of critical opinions in this area does not depend on 

the place of employment. Even the researchers themselves see a problem, which 
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translates into the obtained final sub-indicator result. Studies show that in the field 

of education, it is therefore becoming extremely important to strengthen its practical 

side, through internships or other forms of practical training for students already in 

the course of their education, from the beginning of their studies. Another factor that 

needs discussion, at the very least, is the issue of ethics in the work of those who 

make up the Polish public relations industry. However, this aspect has been expan-

ded in other studies that have confirmed the validity of changes in this area (Barlik, 

et al., 2022, pp. 19-36). 

In conclusion, the industry condition index is a tool that can help measure the 

industry, but can also provide a basis for further, detailed research dedicated to the 

changes that are taking place in the industry. 
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ABSTRACT 

The presented article raises the issue of evaluating awareness among Polish 

society about the role and importance of the state border in the security system of 

the Second Republic of Poland in the context of the lessons learned from the 

partitions period. Discussing the problem of the protection of the Polish border by 

border services, he points to the typical problems faced by the newly established 

countries in Europe at that time, i.e. with delineating and marking the border in the 

field, the course of which line in the field soullessly divided arable fields, houses and 

industrial plants. It is also a problem of broken relations between families living in 

a given area for centuries, which were suddenly separated by a "new" borderline. 

The article presents the basic definitions of the concept of the state border that 

appeared at the turn of the 19th and the first half of the 20th century in the public 

space. The article also includes information on the length of the borders of the 

Second Republic of Poland and the size of individual sections of the border with its 

then neighbours. While discussing the issue of the state border, it is also presented 

in accordance with the Regulation of the President of the Republic of Poland of 23 

December 1927 on state borders, the division of the border into zones and the rules 

of staying in these zones for Polish citizens and foreigners  

  

KEY WORDS: state border, state border function, internal security, 

borderline, border strip, smuggling, border zone, social awareness, border crossing 

rules.  

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

State borders are one of the four attributes, after territory, population and 

national identity, which allow a given state to be considered an entity in the 

international arena in the light of international law. Bloody wars have been waged 

for generations over their course and shape, costing many lives. In political history, 

the great of this world concluded, through arduous political negotiations, peace 

agreements, which guaranteed the inviolability of state borders established and then 

violated. Analyzing the political situation in Europe over the last century, it should 

be stated that the political map of Europe has changed many times. Such turning 

points in the modern history of Europe, which changed the political map of the old 

continent, were the events related to the end of the First World War in November 

1918, the Second World War in May 1945, and the fall of the Berlin Wall in 

November 1989. The consequence of these events was the fact that new countries 

appeared on the map of Europe /e.g. Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Estonia, Moldova, 

Lithuania, Latvia, the Republic of Poland and Hungary, and some other countries 

/e.g.: Czechoslovakia, Germany, Romania, the Republic of Poland and Hungary/ as 
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a result of political decisions taken over the last century radically changed their 

territorial shape, and thus the course of state borders. 

Borders in the 20th century are primarily a regime related to the stay of people 

in the border zone, as well as specific rules for crossing it. Therefore, the following 

questions arise at this point: 

 what is the meaning of the concept of state border for an ordinary citizen? 

 is the regime in the border area friendly to its citizens? 

 what role does the borderline play in the security system of the Second Republic 

of Poland? 

 

This is important because the concept of the border can be considered in 

historical, geographical and legal terms. From the historical point of view, the term 

border has been understood and perceived in various ways, it has changed along with 

the development of humanity. During the formation of states, this concept was 

understood as a boundary line separating the territory of a state from its neighbours. 

Over time, when political and economic differences between neighbouring countries 

appeared, the concept of a border strip appeared, and with the emergence of modern 

states, the concept of a borderline appeared in international law. The development of 

societies that took place over the centuries contributed to the fact that the concept of 

a border referring to a specific area of territory, as economic contacts developed, that 

natural borders lost their importance in favour of border lines running in the field, 

becoming at the same time lines delineating state borders. 

In the history of modern Poland, the state border had various meanings 

throughout the 19th and 20th centuries. It was treated differently by successive 

generations of Poles fighting for the independence of the Polish state during the 

partitions. On the one hand, the non-existent border of the Republic of Poland was 

synonymous with a lost state1, and on the other hand, in the case of partitioned 

borders, it was a hated symbol that divided the nation. During this period, the border 

of the partitions was a border that was generally not recognized and whose border 

regime was systematically broken. In the Polish literature of that period, there are 

many accounts of illegal crossing of border cordons by people who, through illegal 

emigration /so-called economic / saw a chance to improve their living conditions, as 

well as accounts of people who, escaping the persecution of the security apparatus 

of the partitioning powers, saved their lives. Examples of this were the events that 

took place on the borders of the partitioning countries and its immediate hinterland 

                                                      

1 At the end of the existence of the First Polish Republic in the eighteenth century, thanks to its 

neighbours Russia, Prussia and Austria, the then Polish state as a result of the cession of part of its 

territory which was the result of a lost war and under the threat of subsequent military interventions as 

a result of three successive partitions that took place in 1772, 1793 and 1795 disappeared from the 

political map of Europe for 123 years.  
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during the national uprisings in 1831 and 18632, which took place in the territory of 

the Russian partition. At that time, the border cordon existing between the 

partitioning powers effectively cut off the Polish insurgents from foreign aid, which 

had an impact on the course and, consequently, the collapse of the uprisings. This 

contributed to the fact that the then borders became alien, and hostile in the 

consciousness of the Polish society, threatening the national interest. This situation 

was soon to change. 

The outbreak of the First World War led to the collapse of the partitioning 

powers, and thus to the crossing of the existing borders in Central Europe. The "Great 

War" created favourable conditions for the regaining of independence of several 

countries, including Poland. The events that followed the First World War 

contributed, especially in Central and Eastern Europe, to the redrawing of state 

borders. 

It would seem that the emergence in November 1918 (after 123 years of non-

existence) of the reborn Republic of Poland, a state recognized by the international 

community with international borders marked out and confirmed by treaties, would 

change the attitude of the general public to the issue of state borders. Nothing could 

be more wrong. On the one hand, Polish society was proud of the fact that the reborn 

Second Republic of Poland guards the internal security of the state, ensuring the 

integrity of Poland's territory and the inviolability of state borders. On the other hand, 

the newly created borders (which are often forgotten today) have become, especially 

for the inhabitants of the Polish borderland, the cause of their curse. 

The resulting border line3 uncompromisingly divided arable fields, houses, 

industrial plants, and above all, it made it difficult for families living on both sides 

of the border to contact each other.  

                                                      

2 In this case, we are talking about two national uprisings: the November one, which lasted in the years 

1830-1831, and the January one, which lasted in the years 1863-1864, and they were directed against 

one of the three invaders of the Russian Empire. The scope of the uprising covered the lands of the 

Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth occupied as a result of annexation by Russia. The fears of the 

uprising were bloodily suppressed by the invader. The defeat of the insurgents contributed to 

repressions against the Polish society, to mass deportations /deportations of its participants to Siberia/ 

and to the emigration of the society beyond the borders of the Russian Empire, the so-called Great 

Emigration. The result of both uprisings was also the decline of the economic importance of these lands 

and the liquidation of national identity, and thus the tightening of the policy of Russification of Polish 

society in all its areas. Центральний Державний Історичний Архів у Львові (hereinafter CDIA in 

Lviv), Collection of Files of the Lesser Poland District Border Guard Inspectorate, Lectures on the 

history of Poland, ref. act no. 204/2/2132, sheets 18 - 29, 

3 In the interwar period, the total length of the external borders of the Second Polish Republic, after 

they were marked out and finally recognized by the international community, was 5,529 km. This put 

Poland in fifth place in terms of the length of borders among European countries. Among the countries 

existing at that time, Italy with external borders of 9,862 km, Sweden - 7,624 km, Germany - 8,080 km 

and Norway - 59,970 km had a longer borderline than Poland. In the interwar period, the borders of the 

Second Polish Republic were divided as follows: sea border 140 km, with Germany 1911 km, Free City 
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Figure 1. Map of Poland in September 1938. 

Source: Author's own study based on the map: Europe in the years 1923 - 1939 [in] Historical 

Atlas of the World, Warsaw 1974, p. 138 and the Small Statistical Yearbook 1938 p. 11 

 

                                                      
of Gdańsk 126 km, in the east with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 1412 km, with Latvia 106 

km and Lithuania 507 km and in the south with Czechoslovakia 984 km, and with the Kingdom of 

Romania 347 km. For more see, CDIA in Lviv, Collection of Files of the Małopolska Regional 

Inspectorate of the Border Guard, Lectures from the Borders of Poland, ref. act no. 204/2/2134, sheet 

9.,., 
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The reason for this state of affairs was the fact that in over 95% of the borderline 

of the Second Polish Republic ran in an area where it had never existed before. It re-

divided the area which for the last 123 years was a compact territory of one of the 

three partitioning powers. The newly drawn borderline introduced a legal regime, 

also everywhere where there had never been any restrictions in the sphere of eco-

nomic activity and in basic civil liberties, i.e. in the form of freedom of settlement, 

residence and movement of the population. Therefore, in the interwar period, the 

state border was perceived differently by the inhabitants of central Poland, and even 

differently by the inhabitants of the borderland. 

The new political division in this part of Europe, which significantly compli-

cated the situation of ordinary citizens in this area, required international regulation 

as soon as possible. The above issue is pointed out by Henryk Dominiczak, who, 

describing the state of affairs on the Polish borderland after 1923, states that "due to 

the intersection of many farms with the border line, the problem of regulating local 

border traffic remained (…)”4. 

The emergence of new countries in Europe after 1918, with diverse economic 

levels and different structures of budget revenues, quickly contributed to the 

emergence of price differences on a single commodity between individual countries. 

Th excessive fiscal policy applied in this period by individual countries (including 

Poland), the imposition of high customs duties on goods from abroad, as well as the 

imposition of high taxes on goods manufactured in Poland in a short time, led to 

significant price disparities for individual goods. During this period, the high prices 

prevailing in the country generated a supply of cheap contraband products. The exis-

ting demand for items from contraband in a short time contributed to the fact that the 

Polish borderland became a place where border crime and customs and fiscal crime 

began to accumulate. In connection with the above, the concept of "state border" 

evolved in the twentieth century in the area of international law, in addition to its 

political and military meaning, it gained a new meaning - economic. 

It is worth emphasizing at this point that the independent Polish state, throug-

hout its existence in the years 1918 - 1939, tried to change the attitude of society 

toward the state border through preventive measures. By conducting pro-state acti-

vities, educating the society, and building new relations between the society and the 

state, attempts were made to point out the positive aspects of the state border, 

changing the awareness of Polish society in this respect. 

When considering the concept of border, it should be mentioned that in the 

initial period of the existence of states, formal borders delineated by border lines did 

not exist because they were not able to be practically drawn in the field. The states 

were limited by natural obstacles that formed lines running through riverbeds, sea 

                                                      

4 H. Dominiczak, The history of the borderlands and the border of the Polish state in the east from the 

earliest times to 1945, Toruń 2011, p. 362. 
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and lake shores, or desert areas, e.g. "Wild Fields" or forests that were difficult to 

cross. Watercourses and areas formed natural borders separating the territory of 

individual countries. However, the economic development of the countries that took 

place at the turn of the 18th and 19th centuries, the increase in population, but also 

political factors contributed to the fact that the state borders began to take on a linear 

character. This, in turn, indicates the historical conditioning of the very concept of 

the state border, which has been modified over the centuries.  

Therefore, it is worth quoting the historical meaning of this concept after Józef 

Szymański, from which it follows that initially “… the border was first understood 

as a border line, then a border strip, from which the concept of a linear border was 

only created5”. The modern name of the borderline is the concept of the border zone 

and the border strip6, which are used in the legal nomenclature. On the other hand, 

Grzegorz Balawajder, reflecting on the evolution of the function of borders in 

modern history, stated that already in the 19th century, nation-states "…by adopting 

the principle of territoriality, gave borders the character of rigid lines stretching in 

geographical and geopolitical space7".  

In connection with the above, the consequence of this state of affairs was the 

fact that the sovereign power of the state was limited to the area defined by the 

boundary line constituting the end of its jurisdiction. This in turn points to the func-

tion of the boundary in the internal and external dimensions. Taking into account the 

issue of protection of the southern border of the Second Republic of Poland in the 

years 1935 - 1939 and the impact of the events that took place in this area on the 

state of internal security of the state, it will be important for the issues raised to pre-

sent the function of the border in the external area. G. Balawajder, quoted earlier, 

when analyzing the functions of the state border, believes that “... the external 

dimension of the border concerns the restriction of access to the territory of the state 

by all entities operating outside its territory8”.  

This means that accordingly to this function, to protect its political and eco-

nomic interests, the Second Republic of Poland had to have an efficiently functioning 

border protection system that reacted to these threats in the form of: /KOP, Border 

Guard, State Police and the customs and tax office/. Teresa Grabińska, on the other 

                                                      

5 J. Szymański, Auxiliary sciences of history from the end of the 4th to the end of the 18th century, 

Warsaw 1976, p. 103..  

6 G. Zaremba, The origin of the concept of the border and its protection in historical thought throughout 

history, [in] Problems of border protection, Bulletin No. 39/2008, Kętrzyn 2008, p. 120.  

7 G. Balawajder, Evolution of border functions and the future of the nation state, [in] Evolution of the 

border institution in contemporary Europe, Opole 2010, p. 144.  

8 For more see G. Balawajder, State borders as a legal, political and social category, [in] State borders 

as the boundaries of the jurisdiction in the European Union, Dąbrowa Górnicza 2012, p. 13.  
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hand, defines the concept of the border as "... separation of areas of the state or 

closure, as well as an end, i.e. an impassable point 9…" 

Considering the concept of the state border, it is worth getting acquainted with 

the interpretation of this concept found in the Universal Encyclopaedia of 1862. 

According to the definition contained therein, borders are: "the last border of a 

country (...)", and in old Polish "the borderlands were called"10. The author of the 

presented definition refers only to the territory, but there is no reference in the defi-

nition to the course of the borderline separating neighbouring countries. 

On the other hand, in the Illustrated Encyclopaedia published in 1926 during the 

period of the independent Republic of Poland, there is a definition of the border 

referring to the issue of the political border: [political borders of states] “(…) are 

divided into natural and artificial; the first ones are based on certain lines set by 

nature, e.g. mountains, banks, rivers; the second result from the arrangement of 

neighbouring countries”11.. In the presented definition, the criterion of the boundary 

line is already mentioned, as well as the issue of bilateral agreements regulating mu-

tual border matters concluded by neighbouring countries. 

For the first time, a modern definition of the state border appears in the regula-

tion of the President of the Republic of Poland of December 23, 1927 “on the state 

borders”. This is a definition that takes into account all the then applicable norms in 

the field of international law at the beginning of the 20th century. Pursuant to Art. 1 

above of the regulation: "The state border is a borderline established in the manner 

provided for by international agreements, separating the territory of the Republic of 

Poland from the territory of neighbouring countries, or a line separating the Polish 

coastal sea from the high sea (...)"12. 

The presented definition contains three basic elements important from the point 

of view of the discussed issues in the field of internal security of the state. The first 

element is a border line, delimited in the field and marked with border devices - 

border signs. In accordance with the applicable rules in this regard, the process of 

demarcation, i.e. setting the border, was the result of joint work of the border com-

mission13, for example for the southern border: Polish-Czechoslovak or Polish-Ro-

                                                      

9 T. Grabińska, State borders, separation or approximation, closure or opening, [in] Security in border 

areas Volume I, edited by B. Kaczamrczyk, Toruń 2017. p. 13. 

10 Universal Encyclopedia, Print by S. Olgerbrand, Księgarz i Typografa, Warsaw 1862, p. 573.. 

11 Illustrated Encyclopaedia, Trzask, Evert and Machalski Publishing House, Warsaw 1926, p. 326. 

12 Art. 1 of the Regulation of the President of the Republic of Poland of 23.12.1927 on state borders, 

Journal of Laws of 1927, No. 117, item 996..  

13 Demarcation of the border in the field was carried out in 5 stages. The first is reconnaissance, during 

which technicians equipped with topographic and cadastral maps, technical reports, plans for 

regulating border rivers and plans for the parcelling of larger borderlands, as well as excerpts from 

land and mortgage registers checked the course of the future border in the field. In the next stage of 
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manian commission14.. The final stage of the work of the mixed border commission 

was the border protocol with a detailed technical description of the borderline and a 

map on which the border was marked in detail, as well as technical devices marking 

the border. 

The second element of the definition was the notification of the state borders, 

i.e. their international recognition. This was usually done based on bilateral agree-

ments concluded by neighbouring countries or based on international treaties ratified 

by individual governments. 

The third element of the presented definition referred directly to the territory of 

the state, ie to the territory. As defined in the 1936 Universal Encyclopaedia, the 

triforium of a state means "an area of the country defined within its borders"15. In 

the presented definition, there are references to the area of the state as well as to its 

borders that define and limit its area. It is worth emphasizing at this point that at that 

time the concept of the area of the state was closely related to the customs territory. 

In the interwar period, the Polish customs territory included the territory of the Polish 

state and the Free City of Danzig16.  

Presenting the evolution of the concept of the state border, it is worth quoting 

the definition found in the "Instructions of the Border Protection Corps" introduced 

in 1928 for official use by the then commander of the formation, Maj. Gen. Henryk 

Odrowąż-Minkiewicz. According to the provisions of art. 1 of the quoted manual: 

“The border of the Polish State is the line separating the territory of the Polish State 

from the territories of other countries, or from the high seas. The boundary line 

                                                      
joint work, the "stacking of the border", i.e. provisional marking of the border, was started. After the 

previous course of work had been approved by the delimitation commission, the next stage was the 

installation of appropriate border posts with national emblems and basic technical data regarding the 

description of the border. As soon as the boundary markers were placed, a control measurement of 

the boundary line was carried out again using various measurement methods, which allowed the 

boundary line to be transferred on the map. The final stage of the work of the technical commission 

was the preparation of a description of the border course included in the final survey; it consisted in 

checking the results of previous measurements with the location of boundary markers. All technical 

and measurement works (including the survey) were approved on behalf of governments by 

delimitation commissions. For more see. L. Wasilewski, Work on establishing and marking the 

borderline [in] "Border Guard 1928-1933 on the 5th anniversary of entering service on the borders 

of the Republic of Poland, Warsaw 1933, pp. 26-27; A. Skorek, Border signs of the Second Polish 

Republic (poles) [in] Bulletin of the Central Border Guard Training Center 3/2004, Koszalin 2004, 

pp. 108-109.. 

14 The Polish-Czechoslovak border was marked out during the delineation of the common border in the 

years 1920-1926 by the "Commission de Delimitation de la Frontiere Polono - Tchecoslovaque". List 

of conventional signs used for sketches of the border in the scale of 1: 5000, "Karpacka Brygada 

WOP" No. 4/1956. 

15 Universal Encyclopaedia, vol. 17, Gutenberg Publishing House, Kraków 1930, p. 135. 

16 Chapter I, point 4. Instructions of the Border Guard service part I, Warsaw 1931, p. 9. 
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marks the demarcation of state sovereignty on the ground, underground and in the 

air”17. 

The analysis of the above term shows that the definition was formulated in a 

simple way so that it was understood by a private soldier of the Border Protection 

Corps (hereinafter KOP). At the same time, due to its content, it is a universal regu-

lation that takes into account all aspects of the modern twentieth-century world. 

The presented KOP definition of the state border - in addition to the content 

transferred directly from the regulation on state borders regarding the borderline and 

state area - introduces a new element that is worth paying attention to from the point 

of view of state security. Well, it indicates that the boundary line has two spatial di-

mensions: horizontal and vertical. The first concerns the course of the state border 

in the field, and the second - vertical - refers to the airspace and reaches deep into 

the earth. Including the state border in the spatial dimension is associated with the 

development of aviation, and thus with the issue of violation of Polish airspace by 

foreign aircraft (e.g. spy flights), which was reported by the Polish border services, 

as well as with the protection of Polish mineral deposits against their illegal exploi-

tation by foreign countries - this issue concerns, for example, mines in Silesia. In the 

1920s, the smuggling of goods across the state border in Silesia was also carried out 

underground in the galleries of old mines that crossed the state borderline under-

ground. 

Due to the course of the borderline in the area, in the interwar period the fol-

lowing types of borders were distinguished: 

 terrestrial (artificial and natural); 

 air; 

 river; 

 marine18.  

 

The natural borders were mountain ranges, watersheds and forests. Artificial 

borders were marked in the field with border posts, mounds, panicles, ditches and 

embankments. In the interwar period, border signs were common (for neighbouring 

countries) when the state border ran in a straight line from the middle of one border 

marker to the middle of another border marker, or they belonged to one of the coun-

tries when border markers were placed on a borderline that ran: in the middle of the 

                                                      

17 P. Skubisz, Service manual of the Border Protection Corps, Warsaw 2010, p. 27. 

18 State territory and borders, [in] Czaty magazine of the Border Guard” No. 24 of August 31, 1931, p. 

3. 
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border road: border ditch and watercourses. In this case, the border signs were placed 

alternately on the side of one or the other country19 

The situation was completely different in the case of border watercourses. Fol-

lowing the applicable international regulations, river borders ran in the middle of the 

border river, and in the case of navigable rivers in the middle of the main channel or 

current. Very often there were cases of natural shifting of the riverbed, then the state 

border still ran along the old riverbed. The bridges and footbridges located on the 

border rivers belonged in half to the neighbouring countries, and the state border 

runs through the middle of the bridge. In the case of rivers and watercourses in the 

interwar period, the rule was that a border state could not have both banks of a river. 

Frequent changes occurring within the natural and river borders under the influence 

of the forces of nature have been the cause of numerous international disputes20. The-

refore, in most cases, attempts were made to delineate state borders and base them 

on artificial borders. 

In the interwar period, sea borders were based on the principle of freedom of the 

seas adopted in the early 18th century. However, due to ensure the safety of the coast 

and due to the economic interest of a given state, the area of territorial waters was 

excluded from the sea area and subjected to the jurisdiction of a state with access to 

the sea. According to the Dutch rule introduced in the 17th century: the power of the 

state having access to the sea coast extends to the coastal waters and reaches from 

the line of the greatest low tide to three nautical miles (5555.4 m) into the sea. The 

resulting legal regulation was widely accepted and recognized by all countries, in-

cluding Poland21. 

An efficient system of state border protection in the period of the Second Re-

public of Poland was based on special powers of border services to control persons 

residing or temporarily staying in the border zone and to control buildings, rooms of 

state and private institutions, personal belongings, as well as all commercial, customs 

and fiscal documentation related to trade in goods. The detailed competencies of the 

Border Guard in this respect are defined in the regulation on state borders, on the 

Border Guard and in internal regulations issued by the minister of internal affairs in 

consultation with the minister of treasury. 

Authorizations to carry out official activities in the field of state border protec-

tion have been narrowed down for border formations to the border area of the state 

directly adjacent to the state border. This area - called the borderland - in accordance 

with the regulation on state borders, covered an area up to 30 km wide in a straight 

                                                      

19 State Archives in Toruń, Files of the Brodnica Border Guard District, Border Service - manual for 

Border Guard officers, reference number act No. 69/1356/10/1, k 4 -5 

20 State territory and borders [in] Czaty magazine of the Border Guard” No. 24 of August 31, 1931, p. 

3. 

21 There. p. 3. 
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line from the border into the interior of the state. To secure the protection of the state 

border, but also to facilitate the performance of official duties by the Border Guard, 

the borderland throughout the territory of the Second Republic of Poland was divided 

into three strips of different width adjacent directly to the border line. Pursuant to 

Art. 3 above According to the regulation, the division of the borderland was as 

follows: 

a) the strip of the border road - covering the area of land from the borderline into 

the interior of the country, 15 meters wide; 

b) border zone - covering the area starting from the borderline into the interior of 

the country with a width of 2 km; 

c) border strip - covering the area of counties adjacent to the state border. which is 

30 km from the borderline into the country22. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Scheme of the division of the borderland on the basis of the Regulation of the 

President of the Republic of Poland of December 23, 1927 on state borders. 

Source: Author's own study. 

 

 

The legal provisions in force on the borderland imposed a number of rights 

and obligations on public administration authorities, land and real estate owners, as 

well as on borderland residents. For the purposes of this publication, the Border 

Guard's powers in this regard will be presented. It is worth emphasizing that each of 

the above-mentioned border zones was assigned a specific role by the legislator in 

the system of protection and security of the state border. 

                                                      

22 Art. 3 of the Regulation of the President of the Republic of Poland of 23.12.1927 on state borders, 

Journal of Laws of 1927, No. 117, item 996..  
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The strip of the border road, due to its course in the field, was an area where 

patrols could move without any obstacles on the part of the land owners and border 

guard posts or the Border Protection Corps could be set up. Only persons with valid 

identity documents who were obliged to undergo identity checks by border guards 

were allowed to stay in this area. In justified cases, when landowners made it difficult 

for the Border Guard authorities to perform official duties or there were other reasons 

related to the need to protect the border, land adjacent to the state border located in 

the border road strip was expropriated and taken over from their previous owners by 

the State Treasury23. 

The border zone, lying in the direct hinterland of the state border, was a special 

place in the security system. Due to the fact that this area was at risk of various forms 

of border crime, at the request of the Border Guard, the territorially competent voi-

vodes could introduce restrictions regarding: possession of weapons, hunting, stay-

ing at night, using roads, as well as introducing an obligation to register for persons 

staying temporarily in this area. /The above regulations significantly restricted civil 

liberties/. In justified cases resulting from the need for border protection, the minister 

of internal affairs could introduce temporary restrictions on the movement of people 

and means of transport in the border zone and introduce the obligation to obtain 

residence permits in the border zone for persons not registered in this area. In cases 

where access to land located in the border zone was difficult for Polish border for-

mations, and the buildings located in this area made it difficult to perform official 

duties, land and buildings could be expropriated and taken over by the State Trea-

sury. 

In addition, due to the need to ensure the visibility of the borderline and technical 

devices marking the state border in the field, the Border Guard (hereinafter referred 

to as Border Guard) could apply to the poviat authorities to cut down trees and bushes 

and to clear a strip up to 1 km wide from the border line24.   

The border strip due to its specificity, i.e. an area up to 30 km from the border 

line, a large number of permanent residents, the number of people temporarily added, 

as well as the terrain and its urbanization, was very difficult to "control and secure" 

by the pre-war Border Guard. Additional difficulties in securing the border strip were 

generated by numerous communication routes in this area, usually leading from the 

state borderline into the interior of the country. They facilitated the quick movement 

of people and goods to the centre of Poland. The border strip created ideal conditions 

for border crime, customs and tax crime, as well as the operation of illegal wareho-

uses and warehouses of smuggled goods, and the local population was quite willing 

                                                      

23 CDIA in Lviv, Collection of Files of the Małopolska Regional Inspectorate of the Border Guard, 

Strip of the border road, [in] Instruction of the border service...” Warsaw 1930, ref. act No. 204/2/2042, 

sheet 9., 

24 Border zone, [in] "Instructions of the border service...", sheet 9–10. 
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to participate in the process of smuggling and distributing goods. The Border Guard 

was forced to apply to poviat authorities with a request to limit basic civil liberties 

in the scope of free settlement and movement of persons. During this period, in the 

applications prepared by the Border Guard, the reason for issuing the decision on 

resettlement from the border zone was the conviction by a valid court judgment of 

persons for: border crimes, anti-state activities and espionage25. Foreigners and state-

less persons with the right to stay on the territory of Poland were subject to separate 

rules in the border area with regard to the purchase and lease of real estate, as well 

as the conduct of activities related to production and trade in goods. 

To sum up, it should be stated that the state borders played a different role thro-

ughout the history of Poland. They were an indicator of Poland's statehood and 

should be a source of pride for its citizens. However, as the contemporary history of 

the Polish state shows, they were poorly associated in the consciousness of society. 

As it has already been noted, their frequent exchanges undertaken in the privacy of 

political offices, away from the real problems that occurred in the areas crossed by 

the border line, were the cause of dissatisfaction, frustration as well as sabotage of 

the existing regimes on the part of citizens. 
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ABSTRACT 

The research paper on "Innovative Web Services Technologies and Security 

Protocols" will explore: (a) the purpose of the SOAP protocol, (b) the shortcomings 

of the SOAP protocol, (c) the existence of possible security vulnerabilities within the 

SOAP protocol and (d) protection options. In addition to the research part, the paper 

will also apply the scientific method of content analysis based on which certain 

definitions of WEB services will be given, such as: XML, XACML, JSON, AJAX and 

REST. Also, theoretically will be explained in detail: web services, web services mo-

del with security standards and protocols such as: AJAX protocol, SOAP protocol, 

IPSec protocol and REST state transfer. In addition to these protocols and XML as 

an extensible language for tagging data and documents, an indispensable part of 

web services are formats such as: HTML 5.3 and JSON open standard for formatting 

data when transferring between applications that will also be covered by research. 

In addition to the above, various protocols used by IPSec will be presented in the 

paper, such as: AH protocol, ESP protocol and IKEv2 protocol. The paper will also 

present the results of a survey on the topic: "Web application programming". 

  

KEY WORDS: Web services, Models, XACML, JSON, IPSec, REST.  

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

This research paper on "Web services technologies and security protocols" 

explored: what is the purpose of SOAP protocols, shortcomings of SOAP protocols, 

the existence of security vulnerabilities with in SOAP protocols, security capabi-

lities, the model of SOAP protocols and security protocols. Innovative technologies 

that create web-based applications that enable numerous web services are useful for 

every end user because in most cases a study was made on the purpose and objectives 

of implementing innovative web applications that provide many benefits for users. 

A protocol is a pre-arranged procedure (given the time and place) that needs to be 

followed in a particular situation.  

There are generally different types of protocols. Internet protocols are protocols 

that are used exclusively for the transmission of data within a computer network and 

use source and destination nodes to ensure communication with data over a computer 

network. It is common knowledge that data within a computer network is sent in 

datagrams. In addition to the research part, the paper also uses the scientific method 

of content analysis based on which certain definitions of WEB services are defined, 

such as: (1) XML, (2) AJAX, (3) SOAP and (4) REST and the scientific modelling 

method used to model the principles of operation. SOAP protocol and SOAP 

message structure and RESTful Web Service.  
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Also, theoretically explained in detail: (a) web services and (b) protocols such 

as: (a) AJAX protocols, (b) SOAP protocols and (c) REST state transfers. In addition 

to the mentioned protocols and XML as an extensible language for marking data and 

documents, an indispensable part of web services are formats such as: (a) HTML 5.3 

and (b) JSON open standard for formatting data for transfer between applications 

that are also included in the research. JSON is a JavaScript Object Notation, i.e. 

JSON is an open standard for formatting data when transferring between applications 

and has human-readable syntax. JSON stores data in the form of attributes and va-

lues, and can also have a field as a data type. JSON is out of JavaScript and is sup-

ported by many programming languages. In web services, the protocols used are of 

great importance because they tell how the data is transmitted and how the appli-

cation communicates over the Internet. Some of the more important and popular pro-

tocols are: (a) AJAX, (b) SOAP and (c) REST (representative state transfer). In 

addition to the presented innovative web technologies, this research presents the re-

sults of an online survey on the topic: "Web application programming" obtained by 

applying the scientific survey method. 

 

 

1. SOAP PROTOCOL AND SECURITY PROTOCOLS 

SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) protocol is a basic communication proto-

col intended for the exchange of text messages in web services. It describes the way 

in which the message will be formed during transmission by some of the transport 

protocols and the way in which the same message will be exchanged and processed 

between applications (www.w3.org, 2021). One of the most important protocols is 

IPSec, i.e. the Internet security protocol. For the purpose of data protection on the 

network layer of the reference OSI model, the IPSec protocol is used. The IPSec pro-

tocol provides basic security requirements such as: (a) authenticity, (b) confidentia-

lity, and (c) integrity. The IPSec protocol can be configured in tunnel or transport 

mode. The transport mode only protects the data field of the IP datagram, while the 

tunnel mode protects the entire IP datagram. In addition, it ensures integrity and un-

deniability. Because the IP protocol provides end-to-end communication channel 

service, protecting the channel at the same level using IPSec allows it to be indepen-

dent of the lower layers. This means that communication devices on the path between 

the two entities do not have to support IPSec, which allows the use of IPSec regar-

dless of the way the physical layer and the data layer are implemented (www.cis.hr, 

2022). IPSec (Internet Protocol Security) is a standard and set of protocols (optional 

for IPv4 and mandatory for IPv6) that include traffic protection mechanisms at the 

third layer level of the OSI network model. 

IPv4 is the Internet Protocol version 4, while IPv6 is the Internet Protocol ver-

sion 6. The main driver for the adoption of IPv6 has been the depletion of IPv4 ad-

dresses in certain parts of the world (Hovav et al., 2011). IPv4 is the earlier version 

of IPv6. IPv4 consists of 32 bits long addresses and each unique address is assigned 
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to each device so data can be transmitted to that specific address. Due to large num-

ber of growths in electronic devices, IPv4 addresses was not enough to cover all the 

devices. To resolve the issue IPv6 introduced which consists of 128 bits long address 

which can handled billions of devices and more than that and assign each device 

different unique address. IPv6 can handle more devices than the IPv4 and it’s also 

easy to connect devices and transmit information from one device to another. Apart 

from connection of more devices IPv6 is also provide more efficient routing as com-

pared to IPv4 (Anwar and Ghumman, 2019). IPv6 is the solution which is a new IP 

address format. IPv6 finds out more reliable and useful as compared to IPv4 in assig-

ning addresses of devices routing of networks, security of information and data, tran-

slation of network address and also in support of configuration of protocol (Anwar 

and Ghumman, Ibid.).  

In IPv4 fragments are handled by the router where as in IPv6 fragmentation is 

handled by the source device. IP version 4 supports broadcast rather than multicast 

whereas IPv6 supports multicast which means IPv6 can sent different packets in dif-

ferent directions simultaneously at a same time which saves network bandwidth. In 

IPv6 address of devices auto configure and assigned automatically to devices which 

are available where as in IPv4 you need to configure addresses of each device which 

is difficult to assign and also time consuming task. Dual Stack can process both IPv4 

and IPv6 traffic simultaneously. Dual Stack devices like PC, a router or a server and 

other IoT (internet of things) can support both IPv4 and IPv6 (Anwar and Ghumman, 

Ibid.). IPSec stands for Internet Protocol Security. IPSec is an extension to the IP 

which provides security to the IP and the upper-layer protocols. IPSec is a collection 

of protocols designed by (IETF) to provide security at the network level. IPSec helps 

to create authenticated and confidential packets for the IP layers. IPSec Security con-

trols exist for network communications at each layer of the TCP/IP model. Data is 

passed from the highest to the lowest layer, with each layer adding more information. 

IPSec Controls at this layer apply to all applications and are not application-specific. 

Network layer controls such as IPSec provide a much better solution than transport 

or application layer controls because of the difficulties in adding controls to 

individual applications (Kadhum M. Al-Qurabat, A., 2022). IPSec operates in one of 

two different modes (Figure 1). 

 

 

 

Figure 1. IPSec Modes 

Source: Adapted to Kadhum & Al-Qurabat, 2022. 
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Figure 1 shows that IPSec in the transport mode does not protect the IP header, 

does not protect the whole IP packet, it only protects the information coming from 

the transport layer. In this mode, the IPSec header and trailer are added to the infor-

mation coming from the transport layer. The IP header is added later. IPSec protects 

the entire IP packet. It takes an IP packet, including the header, applies IPSec security 

methods to the entire packet, and then adds a new IP header. The tunnel mode is nor-

mally used between two routers, between a host and a router, or between a router 

and a host. Benefits of IPSec are (Kadhum M. Al-Qurabat, A., 2022):  

 strong security that can be applied to all traffic crossing,  

 the perimeter,  

 traffic within a company or workgroup does not incur,  

 the overhead of security-related processing,  

 IPSec can be transparent to end users,  

 IPSec is transparent to applications, no need to change software on a user or 

server system when implementing it in the firewall or router,  

 IPSec can provide security for individual users if needed. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Web Services Security standards 

Source: Mohamed et al., 2009. 

 

 

Securing Web Services consists in providing security services (authentication, 

confidentiality, integrity, etc.) to the exchanged messages. This security could be in-

troduced between two endpoints at the transport layer (SSL/TLS) or at the network 
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level (IPSec). However, these two protocols become inappropriate to secure WS ba-

sed exchanges; because these last could involve many entities where each of them 

may need to access some parts of the exchanged messages while access to other parts 

may be prohibited. Hence, security standards for WS were specified (Figure 2) (Mo-

hamed and Francine, 2009). 

Based on Figure 2, Web Services Security standards include: (1) security mana-

gement, (2) identity management, (3) message security, (4) reliability, (5) security 

policies, (6) SOAP foundations, (7) access control, (8) XML security (XML signa-

ture and encryption), (9) transport layer security (SSL and TLS), and (10) network 

layer security (IPSec). 

The eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) (Figure 2) is the 

original standard for expressing access control policies and permits to express access 

control rules on the basis of a requester’s properties. Although XACML enjoys large 

adoption in industry due to its simplicity and its powerful extension mechanism, it 

has several limitations. In particular, there is no support for certified credentials nor 

does it allow for dealing with unknown requesters. Rather, it is assumed that reques-

ters provide all their properties together with the access request. However, this poses 

significant privacy risks for the requesters (Ardagna, et al., 2010). Servers host reso-

urces and protect them with policies expressed in an extended version of XACML. 

A server host is an IT service while a server is a server computer that provides clients 

with all the necessary information that most clients (client computers) naturally need. 

Hosting as a term means hosting web pages, i.e. the entire contents of web pages on 

web servers in order to be available to as many users of information as possible. If 

there are more users for certain information, the information is more valuable, i.e. it 

has more value. Access to different servers is determined by ports. Users requesting 

access to a resource receive the relevant policy, which describes the requirements on 

the requester’s credentials in order to be granted access. The policy may include re-

quirements on multiple credentials at the same time, meaning that multiple creden-

tials have to be presented in order to obtain access, and may include provisional 

actions, i.e., actions that the requester needs to full fill prior to being granted access 

(Ardagna, et al., 2010). 

SAML bindings map the SAML protocols onto standard lower level network 

communication protocols used to transport the SAML assertions between the iden-

tity provider and service provider. Some example bindings used are: (1) HTTP Redi-

rect Binding – uses HTTP redirect messages, (2) HTTP POST Binding – defines 

how assertion scan be transported using base 64-encoded content, (3) HTTP Artefact 

Binding – defines how an artefact is transported to the receiver using HTTP, (4) 

SOAP HTTP Binding – uses SOAP 1.1 messages and SOAP over HTTP (Lewis, 

2009). It is common knowledge that HTTP hypertext transfer protocol is a protocol 

used to exchange data packets between clients (personal computers) and www ser-

vers and allows the content of web pages to be sent to recipients (clients). 
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To ensure the authentication, integrity and reliability of communication, IPSec 

uses three different protocols: (1) AH, (2) ESP and (3) IKEv2: 

 AH (Authentication Header) protocol for ensuring the inviolability of data and 

their authorization, 

 ESP (Encapsulated Security Payload) protocol enables encryption and 

inviolability of data, 

 The IKEv2 protocol is used to create and distribute cryptographic keys. 

 

IKEv2 is an improved version of the IKEv1 protocol in terms of security (lower 

risk of DoS attacks) and simplicity (refers to the simplification of the protocol which 

facilitates its application) (www.cis.hr, 2022). The IKEv2 protocol is a request/ 

response protocol working on top of the UDP protocol. Each IKEv2 protocol entity 

sends and receives request and response messages, which are composed of a header 

and one or more payloads, depending on the particular message in question (Gros 

and Glavinic, 2022). The request message and its response are marked as information 

exchange. When the SA needs to be established, an IKEv2 daemon (called an initia-

tor because it initiates communication) sends a request to another IKEv2 daemon 

(called Responder is responding). The first exchange aims to establish IKE SA which 

protects all further communication between these two implementations of the IKEv2 

protocol. This first exchange is the only open text, while all remaining messages, 

except the header, are encrypted, i.e. encrypted by a certain algorithm. In another 

exchange, two IKEv2 demons authenticate each other and establish two SAs. From 

that point on, these two IKEv2 daemons can establish additional Child SAs, rekey 

and delete old ones, etc. To finish any further communication IKEv2 daemons delete 

the IKE SA, which also deletes any associated Child SAs (Gros and Glavinis, 2022). 

The most well-known protocols that are in the transport layer of the ISO OSI 

reference model and are very important for sending and receiving data are: TCP and 

UDP protocols. Both of these protocols are used to send bits over the network, but 

each has one important difference. The TCP protocol is the most commonly used 

protocol and is specific in that it relies on reliability, i.e. checks and waits for a res-

ponse on the other hand whether the packet arrived with some bit loss or was fully 

received as it was sent. 

It is used for processes that require reliability and some kind of security, such as 

e-mail, connecting to some other networks. The UDP protocol is the opposite of the 

TCP protocol, i.e. it binds to speed and when data is sent, it does not wait for feed-

back on whether the bit or packet arrived in full or latency occurred, i.e. the loss of 

part of the packet. It is most often used for streaming or playing video or audio, 

where if a piece of data is lost, it continues to take further steps or reduces the quality 

of the recording.  It is also often used with DNS servers, where the speed of synchro-

nizing the server with computers (Clusters) is important. These two protocols are 

located in the transport OSI layer and are very important for sending and receiving 
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data. The language in which SOAP messages are written is called Extensible Markup 

Language (XML). There are different types of messages in SOAP, the most famous 

being the Remote Procedure Call (RPC). The protocol is best managed in an environ-

ment where there is a formal agreement of communication between the application 

and services, and thus in operations where the state of services or applications is 

monitored (Rouse, 2022). 

The standard HTTP protocol makes it easier for the SOAP model to go through 

firewalls and proxy servers without additional modifications. In order for the connec-

tion to SOAP web services to be secure, it is necessary to set the service URL to 

HTTPS so that all data is transmitted over a secure layer, i.e. SSL (Secure Socket 

Layer). SSL is a protocol that enables HTTPS and relies on asymmetric encryption. 

In asymmetric cryptographic systems, there are two types of cryptographic keys - 

public and secret cryptographic key. The public cryptographic key is used exclusi-

vely for encryption, and the secret for decryption. The public and secret crypto-

graphic keys form a unique pair. A unique secret key is added to each public key. In 

practice, it is very difficult, almost impossible, to calculate the other by knowing one 

of them. It works in such a way that the client, in this case the application that sends 

the requests, gets the public key via an SSL certificate and uses it to initiate secure 

communication with the web service. While, on the other hand, the web service 

keeps its private key secret and decrypts the received requests with it. 

 

 

2. THE ROLE OF AJAX TECHNOLOGY AND REST SERVICES 

The role of REST (Representative state transfer) and the advantages over the 

SOAP protocol are: (1) faster response to demand, (2) lower implementation cost 

and (3) easier maintenance of server side communication and (4) less memory usage 

(Šimec and Lozić, 2014). The REST protocol can use several different responses 

(XML, JSON, etc.), it uses data. Display code comparison, i.e. examples of data in 

JSON and XML: 

Example 1: 
 

{  

 "firstName" : "Matija", 

 "lastName" : "Varga", 

 "room" : "4021", 

 "phone" : "098303421", 

 "_links" : { 

 "self" : { "href" : "http://localhost:8080/persons/2" } 

 } 

} 
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Example 2: 
 

<person> 

 <firstName>Matija</firstName> 

 <lastName>Varga</lastName> 

 <room>4021</room> 

 <phone>2098303421</phone> 

 <links> 

  <link> 

   <rel>self</rel>  

<href>http://localhost:8080/person/3</href> 

  </link> 

 </links> 

</person> 

 

 

 

Figure 3. RESTful Web Service 

Source: Ramesh, 2021. 

 

 

REST (Representative state transfer) or "Representative state transfer" is a 

software architecture that defines predefined rules and restrictions that must be met 

when creating Web services (Intriago, 2022). REST services provide good tempora-

ry caches when using GET calls (Simec and Lozic, 2014). Currently, the best 

solution for communication between technologies is the REST (Representational 

state transfer) protocol. REST has taken excellent capabilities from SOAP protocols 

such as neutrality, i.e. the ability of programming languages such as: C / C ++, C #, 
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Java and similar programming languages, to communicate independently of the ope-

rating system (MS Windows family, Linux, etc.) (Šimec and Lozić, 2014). REST 

arose from the WWW (World Wide Web) technology, i.e. services, by introducing 

certain restrictions. These constraints form the basic principles of the REST model 

(Figure 3) that determine how resources on the global Internet can be used. The 

motivation for introducing these constraints is to create a finite system that takes full 

advantage of the web architecture to make the system work better. Since the menti-

oned non-standard web services often implement part of the theoretical principles of 

the REST model, they are called RESTful web services. This emphasizes that some 

REST principles are used but not all REST principles again. 

Figure 3 shows RESTful Web services that include applications created in prog-

ramming languages such as: (1) Java, (2) pHp, (3) C programming language, and 

* .net. Java is a popular programming language (www.w3.org, 2021). Java is used 

to develop mobile apps, web apps, desktop apps, games and much more (www.w3. 

org, 2021). PHP is currently one of the most popular programming languages, widely 

used in both the open source community and in industry to build large web-focused 

applications and application frameworks (Siame and Kunda, 2017). C is a general-

purpose programming language, developed in 1972, and still quite popular (www. 

w3.org, 2021). Also, communication between client and device, web services and 

client, devices and web services, and web utilities and the database they use is shown. 

The model displays an HTTP request. The XMLHttpRequest object is part of the 

API that can be used through JavaScript, but also other scripting languages in Web 

browsers. The XMLHttpRequest object is used to transfer XML or other textual data 

to and from the server using the HTTP protocol, i.e. establishing an independent 

communication channel between the Web site on the client and server side. The data 

returned by the XMLHttpRequest object call can usually be: XML, HTML or JSON.  

This object is an important part of AJAX applications, i.e. their ability to imple-

ment a dynamic interface. In addition to the principle of REST, as each resource has 

a unique identifier, there are the following principles such as: (1) interconnection of 

resources, (2) use of standard methods, (3) resources with multiple representations 

and (4) communication without maintenance. Asynchronous JavaScript and XML or 

AJAX is a set of related technologies for web application development. The use of 

these development techniques increases the interactivity on the website, and CSS is 

most often used for the presentation. It is possible to use them with server technolo-

gies, but most often everything is done on a client basis, without the need to reload 

data and additional transfer from the server. JavaScript is a simple, interpreted scrip-

ting language designed primarily for the development of interactive HTML pages. 

The core of JavaScript is included in most of today's browsers such as Internet Ex-

plorer, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Opera, Safari and others). JavaScript al-

lows you to perform certain actions in otherwise static HTML documents, such as 

interacting with a user, changing browser window properties, or dynamically crea-
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ting HTML content. JavaScript is not a simplified version of the Java programming 

language.  

 

 

3. VIEW SURVEY RESULTS ON THE TOPIC: "WEB APPLICATION  

    PROGRAMMING" 

The aim of the survey was to determine: (a) which of the listed programming 

languages dedicated to creating applications for smartphones and tablets were used 

by respondents, (b) which of the listed programming languages dedicated to creating 

applications for smartphones and tablets are most commonly used, (c) which of the 

listed descriptive languages and / or scripting languages dedicated to the creation of 

responsive web pages were used by the respondents, (d) which of the listed descrip-

tive languages and / or scripting languages dedicated to creating responsive web pa-

ges are most often used according to respondents and (e) whether respondents have 

so far used languages like ASP.net or Ruby to create websites. The sample consists 

of respondents who deal with the design and development of websites and appli-

cations. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. A review of the listed programming languages dedicated to the creation of 

applications for smartphones and tablets that the respondents used 

 

 

Figure 4 shows which of the listed programming languages dedicated to creating 

applications for smartphones and tablets were used by the respondents. 79.2% of 

respondents used Java and XML the most, while SWIFT and objective C language 

were in second place. 
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Figure 5. A review of the listed programming languages dedicated to the creation of 

applications for smartphones and tablets that are most often used according to the respondents 

 

 

Figure 5 shows which of the listed programming languages dedicated to creating 

applications for smartphones and tablets are most often used according to the res-

pondents. The majority of respondents (76%) think that they are most often used to 

create applications for smartphones and tablets JAVA and XML, while they also 

think the least respondents (12%) think that they use SWIFT and Objective C. 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Display of the listed descriptive languages and / or scripting languages dedicated 

to the creation of responsive web pages that the respondents used most often 

 

 

Figure 6 shows which of the listed descriptive languages and / or scripting 

languages dedicated to creating responsive websites were used by the respondents. 

Most respondents (96%) used HTML5 and XHTML. 
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Figure 7. Presentation of the listed descriptive languages and / or scripting languages dedi-

cated to the creation of responsive web pages that are most often used according to the res-

pondents 

 

 

Figure 7 shows which of the listed descriptive languages and / or scripting lan-

guages dedicated to creating responsive websites are most often used according to 

the respondents. According to the opinion (76%) of respondents, HTML5 and 

XHTML are most often used, while 52% of respondents believe that CSS3 is most 

often used when creating responsive web pages. 

 

 

 

Figure 8. View the results of whether respondents have so far used languages such as 

ASP.net or Ruby to create websites 

 

 

Figure 8 shows whether respondents have so far used languages such as ASP.net 

or Ruby to create websites. The majority of respondents (91.7%) chose the no option, 

while 8.3% of respondents chose the yes option. 
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CONCLUSION 

Research work has investigated: (a) the purpose of the SOAP protocol, (b) the 

shortcomings of the SOAP protocol, (c) the existence of security vulnerabilities wit-

hin the SOAP protocol, and (d) the possibility of protection. Also, the model of 

SOAP operation and security network protocols with emphasis on the IPSec protocol 

was investigated. The model name: "RESTful Web Service" is modelled by the 

scientific method of modelling and shows RESTful Web services that include ap-

plications created in programming languages such as: Java, pHp, C programming 

language and * .net- and etc. . Research based on the presented models proves that 

Internet and web technologies are closely related to the provision of web services 

and are of great importance network security protocols that enable data protection at 

the network layer (reference OSI model) and provide basic security requirements 

such as: ) authenticity, (2) confidentiality and (3) data integrity.  

These security requirements are ensured by the IPSec protocol using:  

 AH (Authentication Header) protocol for ensuring the inviolability of data and 

their authorization,  

 ESP (Encapsulated Security Payload) protocol that enables encryption and 

inviolability of data, and  

 IKEv2 protocol used to create and distribute cryptographic keys.  

 

It is also worth mentioning that the SSL protocol also enables HTTPS and relies 

on asymmetric encryption, which can also use public and secret cryptographic keys. 

Most respondents (79.2%) use JAVU and XML to create applications for smart-

phones and tablets, while respondents also chose the most commonly used program-

ming languages dedicated to creating applications for smartphones and tablets JAVU 

and XML (76%). Most respondents (96%) of descriptive languages and / or scripting 

languages dedicated to creating responsive websites used HTML5 and XHTML, 

while the most commonly used (76%) also HTML5 and XHTML (according to 

respondents). Also, it should be noted that the majority of respondents (91.7%) have 

not used languages such as ASP.net or Ruby to create websites. 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents some advanced Information Technology (IT) tools as new 

media channels for virtual exchange (VE) in higher education (HE). Namely, Trello, 

Slack, Perusall, and Flipgrid are introduced through their key features and usability. 
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The benefits and challenges of international VE in teaching and learning envi-

ronment are discussed as well. Reflections upon several successfully accomplished 

HE VE projects in the past few years, by the author and her peers from different 

foreign institutions, are given as examples of positive practices whilst using new 

media in transfer of knowledge and skills. At the end, the suggestions for uplifting 

HE VE, as a digital pedagogy model supported by contemporary media facilities, 

are given as a conclusion. 

  

KEY WORDS: New media, virtual exchange, Higher Education, Trello, 

Slach, Perusall, Flipgrid.  

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Most of the students in South Africa suffer inequality, economic crisis, unem-

ployment, loud shedding, lack of data and gadgets, poor internet access, etc. Most of 

them live in rural areas with poor or no public transportation. Albeit, despite all these 

aggravating circumstances, emphasized by the recent pandemic, they have been 

deeply engaged into several VE projects, which I have arranged with my respected 

colleagues at HE institutions from Mexico, Brazil, China, and the United States of 

America (USA) during the past four years. Through seven different VE projects, we 

managed to join commonly non-joinable disciplines as: Electronic Navigation, Lo-

gistics, Research Methodology, Human-Computer Interaction, Computer Enginee-

ring, English as Foreign Language, Public Speaking, English Composition, and Cri-

tical Thinking.  

The participants used English as a common platform for mutual understanding, 

even though their native languages were Serbo-Croatian, isiZulu, isiXhosa, Spanish, 

Portuguese, Mandarin, Georgian, and Nepali. We have accomplished these multi- 

and cross-disciplinary projects with great success and on behalf of all involved par-

ties. In addition to common bilateral VE programs, two years ago we accomplished 

successfully the first trilateral VE project between South Africa, Mexico, and China. 

Last year, a four parties VE project, entitled “Cultural adaptation in the context of 

global e-business with reference to food buying habits“, which involved partners 

from South Africa, Mexico, China and the USA, is successfully accomplished too.  

These were great, innovative and inspirational journeys, through which we lear-

ned from each other and uplifted our knowledge, including team work, digital lite-

racy, intercultural awareness and communication skills. Mutual understanding and 

empathy, as well as our global emotional intelligence rose with each VE project. We, 

in South Africa, realized that our colleagues from different parts of the world, 

experienced job losses, economic insecurity, and alienation as well. Regardless of 

all these challenges amplified by the pandemic, we continued to work together and 
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communicate via Trello, Slack, Perusall, Flipgrid, Padlet, Wordpress, Skype, Face-

book, WhatsApp, Viber, etc.  

The students led these projects, while the professors were responsible for faci-

litation in using contemporary media tools, attaining new knowledge, cognitive and 

communication skills. Thanks to the experiences acquired through these projects, the 

professors published in close collaboration several journal and conference papers, 

and gave several talks on international virtual engagement through different webi-

nars in Africa, America, Asia, Australia, and Europe. Thanks to our positive experi-

ences, we do believe that VE projects will pave the path for the advanced, more re-

silient, accessible, by new media mediated HE in the future, which will be global, 

dominantly technology (media)-driven, life-long, collaborative and inclusive (Bauk, 

2021). 

Virtual (students’) exchange, virtual (students’) engagement, collaborative onli-

ne international learning, tele-collaboration, or online intercultural exchange are 

terms for new teaching and learning approaches in HE. Virtual students’ exchange 

is an umbrella term used to refer to the many different ways in which students are 

engaged in online collaborative learning with partners from other cultures as a part 

of their educational programmes. It is a framework under which students from two 

or more different universities (from different countries/continents) work together on 

a joint project, which is commonly, in advance agreed among their lecturers. These 

projects usually last between 4-8 weeks in the semester. Plenty of different media 

channels and IT apps are available for enhancing digital, multimodal and on campus 

pedagogy. Several studies on VE as a cross-cultural and cross-disciplinary HE teac-

hing and learning environment were conducted, while some of the most comprehen-

sive ones explored through the desktop research and practice are referred in (Bauk, 

2022; O’Connor et al., 2018; Brooks and Pitts, 2019; Brendel and Cornett-Murtada, 

2019: Anderson et al., 2010; Brooks, 2011; Brooks, 2012; Puentedura, 2006; Hamil-

ton et al., 2016; et al., 2014; Bower et al., 2010; Bauk and Radlinger, 2013; Bauk, 

2019; Bauk and Fajardo-Flores, 2020; Jahnke, 2020; Bartsch et al., 2021. The rest of 

the paper is organized in a following manner: Section II presents key functional fea-

tures of new media means in HE VE like Trello, Slack, Perusall, and Flipgrid; Sec-

tion III highlights some benefits and challenges of HE VE; and, in Section VI, the 

conclusions are drawn, including some positive experiences from a global virtual 

classroom equipped with new media for knowledge and skills transfer. 

 

 

1. TRELLO, SLACK, PERUSALL, AND FLIPGRID – NEW MEDIA  

    IN HE VE   

Trello is a collaboration media tool, which is suitable for VE projects. It allows 

lecturers to arrange easily the project into boards. It immediately informs the user 

about the project, in terms, what is done, and what has to be done (Trello). It can be 

des-cribed as a white board, covered with lists of adhesive notes that are actually 
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tasks for lecturers and students forming the international team. The outlook of the 

Trello board developed for the needs of the VE entitled “ECDIS and SAMMON fast 

ma-neuvering simulation software”, which was realized by Fatec Jahu, Sao Paolo 

(Bra-sil) and Durban University of Technology, Durban (South Africa) two years 

ago, is given in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Trello board outlook: An example  

Source: Own. 
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In another words, Trello is an interactive project management tool that allows 

lecturers and students to organize their work and tasks into visual boards. Lecturers 

can add tasks or cards to the project, assign deadlines, describe activities, required 

assets, design checklists, and assign tasks to peers. Trello free version users can up-

load of up to 10 MB from their own computers, or from Google Drive, Box, Drop-

box, Microsoft OneDrive, YouTube, etc. Trello is intuitive and can be approached 

freely through several online platforms. 

Slack is a messaging app “on steroids” (Slack). It is intended for teamwork. 

Slack is usable on multiple devices and platforms, and is enhanced with powerful 

features that enable users to chat not only 1:1 with peers, but also in teams. This app 

can be classified as a tool in the "Group Chat and Notifications" category, while 

WhatsApp is grouped under "Chatbot Platforms and Tools". Slack layout is more 

clear and transparent than WhatsApp one. It has more integrations and higher level 

of usability than WhatsApp, and communication can be arranged into different 

channels. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Slack project outlook: An example  

Source: Own. 

 

 

Slack serves for email, text and instant messaging for the whole team, and al-

lows all communications in one single app. Thanks to its desktop and mobile versi-
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ons, Slack can assist VE teams’ collaboration and manage their work whether they 

are in the office, classroom, at home, or outdoors. Its main disadvantage is limited 

file storage. It is not recommended to send files through Slack instead of email, since 

users have limited storage and Slack slowly deletes files over time. This can cause 

unpleasant surprises. Besides, Slack constantly sends announcements about every 

new post, which can be annoying. An example of using Slack as a common commu-

nication platform within the project of VE entitled “Concepts of American and South 

African cultural identities”, conducted between the lecturers and students from the 

USA and South Africa, last year, is given in Figure 2.  

In combination with Slack, Perusall can be used, and this was the case with the 

previously mentioned project. Perusall is a social learning platform that instantly 

turns coursework into a social experience. When students interact together on assign-

ments within Perusall, they are intrinsically motivated to perform better, honing their 

critical thinking skills and developing a deeper understanding of the material. 

Perusall is currently used by over 3 000 000 students in over 90 countries [20]. This 

HE media platform is developed by Harvard University and Perusall Labs to help 

students, educators, researchers, and society at large. In VE projects, students can in-

sert annotations into the assigned texts for analysis and comment upon peers’ com-

ments, opening deeper discussion and learning from each other. An example of in-

tensive Perusall discussion is given in Figure 3.  

 

 

 

Figure 3. Annotations in Perusall: An example  

Source: Own. 
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Flipgrid is a website and app, which enables teachers to arrange video discus-

sions. Lecturers organize students into groups and allow them access to different 

discussion topics. It enables lecturers to arrange grids to facilitate students’ video 

discussions. The grids are like message boards where teachers may set questions, 

named topics, and the students can directly record or upload video responses from 

their computers, which show up in the form of display. The maximum time allowed 

by Flipgrid for a response is five minutes.  

 

 

 

Figure 4. Flipgrid project outlook: An example  

Source: Own. 
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Flipgrid is compatible with many Microsoft (MS) products, including MS 

Teams for online meetings and MS OneNote for making notes. User can access the 

service by using personal email address or organizational one. One can record digital 

story – video, directly at Flipgrid environment or record it in Zoom, for instance, 

save it at the computer, and upload later to Flipgrid (Common Sense Education). A 

shortage of Flipgrid is that one cannot leave text message on the grid instead of video, 

except as a comment to someone else video, which is already uploaded. In Figure 4 

is given a sample of Flipgrid project “Cultural adaptation in the context of global e-

business with reference to food buying habits” realized among four HE institutions 

from Mexico, China,  South Africa and the USA in 2021. The students were grouped 

into seven international teams while working on different project tasks. The outputs 

were presented through video recordings or digital stories related to certain project 

tasks- topics. 

 

 

2. PROSPECTS AND CHALLENGES OF NEW MEDIA SUPPORTED  

    VE IN HE 

The empirically acquired knowledge about VE in HE, including findings from 

might be summarized as follows, but these are not limited to. Namely, VE in HE: 

 Enables lecturers and students mobility at home; 

 Enhances students creativity; 

 Boosts curiosity and motivate students to learn; 

 Provokes inquiry and problem solving approaches in teaching and learning; 

 Supports informal teaching and learning styles; 

 Uplifts students’ transferable and digital meaning-making skills; 

 Enables students to implement theoretical knowledge in resolving real life 

problems; 

 Allows students to communicate knowledge in the global context; 

 Encourage students to become ethically engaged and their global awareness 

rises; 

 Enhances students to experience integrative learning; 

 Supports multi-layered communication through different digital channels 

and IT tools; 

 Offers students opportunities to learn across diverse contexts, to reflect and 

self-assess; 

 Enables student-centered or student-lead learning, while lectures are facilita-

tors; 

 Prepares students to respond efficiently to new and challenging issues, etc. 
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Some frails of VE projects in HE can be summarized as follows, but they are 

not limited to: 

 Different time zones; 

 Foreign languages; 

 Differences in institutional cultures and experiences; 

 Variations of academic rules and requirements; 

 Distinction in courses structure, assessments, quality assurance systems, etc.; 

 Deficiency of new media, IT apps, facilities, and organizational assistance 

provided to lecturers and students by the HE institutions, etc. 

 

Obviously, the list of advantages of VE in HE digital classrooms is considerably 

longer than the one of its disadvantages. Therefore, we can expect more often and 

more extensive implementation of VE in HE institutions worldwide.  

 

 

CONCLUSION 

The paper presents key features of new HE media tools like Trello, Slack, Peru-

sall, and Flipgrid that can be used for VE and learning beyond the “disciplinary tri-

bes” and beyond the borders. VE, underpinned by new media channels for know-

ledge transfer and enriching, is a kind of creative space for both lecturers and stu-

dents around the globe. It gives participants flavor of different customs and langua-

ges and prepare them for prospective physical encounters in the future. It enhances 

a holistic approach towards gathering knowledge, creating new one, and better parti-

cipants’ mutual understanding. This student-centered teaching-learned approach un-

leashes the potentials of cross-, multi-, and trans-disciplinary approaches. It boosts 

research curiosity, i.e. inquiry and real world problem solving based pedagogy in the 

global digital classroom without the walls.  

The apps as Trello, Slack, Perusall, and Flipgrid, which are presented in the pa-

per, can provide great assistance to both lecturers and students in the VE settings. 

Further investigation in this field should search for institutional frameworks through 

which such projects can be realized more smoothly. Besides, methods of providing 

technical and organizational support to both lectures and students should be establis-

hed and tested in practice. Providing support in terms of overcoming language bar-

riers should be elaborated, as well. Ways of sharing VE experiences among lectures 

and students at the international scale should be intensified through webinars, 

conferences, online publications, blogs, etc. The opportunities for lecturers and stu-

dents to be rewarded upon the successful accomplishment of these projects should 

be ensured by the respective HE institutions and beyond.  

As a lecturer and researcher, I like VE since it is a “free zone” for creative acti-

vities of both lecturers and students from different countries/continents. It turns teac-

hing and learning into pleasure! VE gives participants flavor of different customs 
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and languages and prepares them for prospective physical encounters in the future. 

VE instigates profound changes in my lecturing style. Previously, my lectures were 

tied to the curriculum and I did not think about including findings from other dis-

ciplines. Regarding cross- and multi-disciplinary approaches, my students were su-

spicious at the beginning, until they realized how many different things in fact affect 

the topic they study. By practicing cross- and multi-disciplinary approaches via new 

media channels, academic partners should simplify concepts to make them under-

standable to students from different disciplines. This is a challenge, but worth of 

doing it, since this broaden students’ views and open them new horizons. 
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ABSTRACT  

The subject of the paper is the consideration of neoliberal, political and cultural 

indoctrination of the masses in the period of post - socialist transition through the 

media. The aim of this paper is to demystify neoliberalism, its ideological, philo-

sophical, and monistic absolutizations, as well as quasi-neoliberal indoctrination of 

mass. Also, the aim of this paper is to explain the role of the media in the indoc-

trination of the masses. The paper is based on two hypotheses: first, that the media 
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in most cases were politically and financially dependent, i.e., rationally subjective 

actors in the information market and second, that the media in most countries in 

transition have abused their position, because they were an active accomplice in all 

forms of mass indoctrination. The paper uses common methods of social and eco-

nomic sciences, including the methods of generalization, description, abstraction, 

comparison, induction and deduction. In conclusion, it is suggested that the role of 

the media in the period of post-socialist transition was essentially apologetic, and 

the confirmation of the basic hypothesis is stated. 

 

KEY WORDS: Media, culture, neoliberal indoctrination, political indoctri-

nation, cultural indoctrination, post socialist societies.  

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Neoliberalism as an ideology (and especially quasi-neoliberalism as its abuse) 

has many negative and dark sides, which its proponents have never pointed out or 

commented on. On the contrary, they knowingly (but clumsily) hid them. That is 

why we have tried in many works to prove that mysticism and simulacrum have no 

place in economics, and other social sciences, because civil behaviour, rational 

choice, and competition are the essence of optimizing the social life. However, they 

have been distorted, reduced, blurred, and determined by a privileged minority, 

which has been politically, lobbyistically, and interestingly organized in most tran-

sition countries (Draskovic et al., 2021a). For three decades, this minority (the so-

called new elites) has been directing, controlling, and exploiting the disorganized 

majority (broad masses of the people) in accordance with their networked interests, 

preferences, and goals. The media played a significant role in that. In such a context, 

economic freedoms, competition, private property, and entrepreneurship (Panika-

rova, et al., 2000) as a desirable democratic phenomenon, remained just a slogan and 

a promise. They have been replaced by new and sophisticated forms of institutional 

and other violence. 

Indoctrination is the instruction of a doctrine or ideology in a dogmatic manner. 

It is safe to say we are indoctrinated by media. Culturally, they have always been the 

driving force behind things such as our values. Modern day mass media exists to 

sway our opinions, influence and control our behaviour and destroy our critical 

thinking skills. We are subjected to deceptive information which we consciously 

accept as truth and images or sounds which we subconsciously allow to dictate our 

perception of ourselves and others. Everything we see, hear or read permeates our 

minds and distorts our perception or judgment which in turn affects our behaviour. 

Media intended to reach the large audience/masses. They it entertains, educates, 

informs and facilitates cultural transformation between generations (Smith, 2008). 

In this sense, the media is that authority ("fourth power") of the society which scru-
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tinizes all the three other powers of the state (executive, legislation & judiciary).  

Many authors (Gergen, 1999; Khan, 2012; Aykurt & Sesen, 2017; Schrape, 2016) 

are unanimous in their assessment that the “media, as a powerful social system, plays 

an important role in creating a person’s sense of reality”. Also, some authors tried 

to elucidate the importance of media, culture and their relationship and influence 

over each other. At the same time, some of them (Showkat, 2017, p. 55) emphasized 

“the belief that in its wider cultural sense, the media largely reinforced those values 

and norms which had already achieved a wide consensual foundation”.  Others 

(Gunther et al., 2001; Gunther and Christen, 2002; Bajohr, 2006) emphasized the 

role of “the complimentary and independent media” in creating a democratic society. 

Others (Geertz, 1973; Schein, 1984) rightly observed the enormous importance of 

culture as “integrating mechanism”, that is “the social or normative glue that holds 

together a potentially diverse group of organisational members”, which is manifes-

ted at to distinguish three fundamental levels at which culture manifests itself: (a) 

observable artifacts, (b) values, and (c) basic underlying assumptions. The key rela-

tionship between media and culture is described by Showkar (Ibid.) as follows: 

“Media has a great effect (political, cognitive, attitudinal, behavioural, ideological 

and psychological) on our social behaviour which is a part of our culture”. A. Dak-

roury (2014) considers: “Media and culture are interconnected; levels of understan-

ding various cultures influence media contents, meanwhile media platforms and con-

tents impact cultural and day-to-day practices”. 

J. Kitchens et al. (2003) expound that media usage is both a reason and result 

for political behaviour, that the cause of media usage is related to looking for in-

formation from various sources. People can produce and symbolise cultural identi-

ties through the media. Verdugo & Fierro (2014) found that “communication compe-

tence is a complex process of adaptation, understanding, and acceptance of media 

content, highlighting the ability of subjects to critically own the media through 

cultural contextualization mechanisms specific to each individual”. A. Dakroury 

(Ibid.) properly asserts: “Media narratives and discourses are created within dif-

ferent forms of texts and images that are complexly related to the cultural percep-

tions and practices of both those who produce and consume them”. 

Almost 35 years have passed since the revolutions of the late 1980s terminated 

totalitarian rule in Central Europe. Many things have changed radically in the mean-

time, but equally important as the shifts themselves is our perception of these chan-

ges and of their effects. 

Uncertainty reigned (and still exists) as to what would follow in the wake of 

socialism. In the sense: where they lead market reforms and expansion of global neo-

liberalism? G. Spivak (1999, p. 356) wrote that „today in the post-Soviet world, 

privatization is the kingpin of economic restructuring for globalisation … a new at-

tempt to impose unification on the world by and through the 'market'“. Post socialism 

is an umbrella term for the uncertain times of various transitions that followed in 
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socialism's wake. The post socialism is a cultural and social fact. He has various cul-

tural forms and practices in formerly socialist cultural spaces. 

With the collapse of communism (the ideologues of which pretended to have 

discovered the universal laws governing the historical movement of human society 

and believed in their own capability to plan its “radiant futures” accordingly) human 

history has become as a story with an open end. Why? It is clear to everyone that a 

huge price has been paid for the changes. But many are not sure if "liberation" really 

happened, or if unfreedom (dependency) just changed its clothes? That is, how far 

are they and is it even possible to achieve freedom and democracy in post-socialist 

societies? 

 

 

1. INHERITED CULTURE 

Inadequate cultural and civilizational environment (Yerznkyan et al., 2017), 

etatist traditions, introduction of a new elitist order, use of the state as a screen for 

the manifestation of expansive nomenclature interests and non-market appropriation 

of its significant resources, propaganda of "absolute truth", etc. - all this has led to a 

disastrous and long-term tendency that has delayed development. Regardless of the 

propagated illusion of idyll and progress, socialism was a conflicted and crisis so-

ciety, in which problems and contradictions accumulated and intensified. Over time, 

they grew into dissatisfaction, open conflicts, and a general crisis of socialism as a 

movement, practice, and idea. The success of ideas depends on the people who im-

plement them. When these ideas collapse, there is usually a change of leadership 

with many previous system links, as well as the introduction of new institutional so-

lutions. However, when institutional changes are implemented slowly and inadequa-

tely, old problems become more acute and new ones open up (Draskovic et al., 2017). 

This has happened in the SEE countries. The decades-long domination of party-

bureaucratic centralism (essentially: dirigisme) over the economic base and social 

superstructure, along with ideological improvisations, has conditioned the reproduc-

tion of stagnation and crisis. All reforms undertaken were palliative, unsuccessful, 

and compromised. The dominance of some socialist habits has been prolonged, and 

especially wasteful spending according to the needs of rare and hastily enriched in-

dividuals. 

Unlike culture as the most general social milieu, which essentially consists of 

many subcultures, different teachings and trends (multi-culturalism, which has no 

authoritarian inner core), each ideology strives for the privileged status of addressed 

social domination. Because of this, the attempt to impose neoliberal ideology as a 

neoliberal culture to the world is a great deception. A feature of every ideology is 

the desire of its bearers to spread concepts beyond the boundaries of the system ruled 

by that ideology. The neoliberal aspiration to impose its value system as universal 

(culture) is a monistic-totalitarian and highly interest-driven project of the ruling 

elites (large capital). This project cynically implies the existence of media indoc-
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trination, through which it will be to justify: exploitation of subordinates, various 

forms of monopoly, large differences in development and wealth, direct and indirect 

privileges, abuse of the state institutions, rule of law deficit, domination of neo colo-

nialism, degradation of human freedoms and rights, ignoring the common good and 

social interest, etc. All of the aforesaid drastically deforms not only culture (as a 

general social wrapper and, conditionally, a synonym for informal institutions – Ale-

sina and Guliano, 2015), but also all value criteria, preferences, needs, and motiva-

tion. 
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Figure 1. The logic of Path dependence in SEE countries 

Source: Delibasic, 2022, p. 245 

 

 
Socialist “evolution” created many degenerative elements, which continued 

their destructive effects in the later period. This was especially felt in the part of 

weak economic development, democracy, the tradition of civil society, and the alie-

nation of centers of power (nomenclature of power). These elements have sig-

nificantly conditioned the continuation of disastrous methods of governing through 

various divisions, slogans, false promises, external indebtedness, formal institutional 

and structural reforms, declarative rule of law, and fictitious democracy. A metasta-

tic and recombined mutation of the old dirigisme into the new one was carried out, 

which resulted in new and socially more severe deviations. The essence of the new 

problems was in continuing the old trend of opposing real institutional changes, but 

now due to much larger and more visible interest claims of the government and its 
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alienation from the people. Methodology of that alienation became comprehensive 

and sophisticated. It included domination and almost total control in all segments of 

society, parasitism, opportunism, false patriotism, apologetics, strengthening power, 

elitism, and privilege with the inviolability of party careerism and clientelism 

(Delibasic, 2022). 

This has enabled the spread of subservience ideology, nepotism, negative selec-

tion of staff, and ignorance. It was accompanied by party employment and the crea-

tion of a "private state", dominated by alternative institutions, run by the top party 

coalitions in power. The system of social motivation has been unscrupulously destro-

yed, value criteria have been degraded, as well as the principles of social justice and 

responsibility. The uncontrolled and unlimited system of non-market (privileged) 

enrichment has been tacitly affirmed, without the possibility of proving the origin of 

property, with significant criminalization of society. Unnecessary and dangerous 

problematization and abuse of national identity issues continued. The economic 

crisis, rare and dubious investments, and living standards were regulated (serviced) 

by borrowing abroad. Democratization and the protection of human rights and eco-

logy have been ignored. The new leaderships of the ruling parties (coalitions) conti-

nued the tradition of establishing production of (social) relations at will, but allegedly 

on new messianic (neoliberal) recipes, which created a disastrous system of elitist 

domination through the aforementioned alternative institutions. They were monistic, 

voluntaristic, highly interest-driven, exploitative, anti-developmental, and quasi-de-

mocratic, based on bureaucratic privileges and quasi-neoliberal dogmas. In this way, 

the promised development wheel of transition reforms has been turned upside down. 

 

 
Alternative institutions 

impact 

(abuse) 
deform control 

dominate 

over 

subdue and 

adapt to 

themselves 

reproduce 

crisis 

      

 Formal and informal institutions 

Figure 2. Negative role of alternative institutions in the SEE countries 

Source: Delibasic, 2022, p. 248. 

 

After three decades of the regime, which could rightly be called "post-socialist 

neo-imperialism", it is clear that no success has been achieved in any of the main 

directions of transition: privatization, democratization (with the rule of law), econo-

mic stabilization, and real institutional change. Uncontrolled quasi-liberalization was 

established, which served only the so-called "new elites". The basic problems and 

functions of economic philosophy (as well as the Pareto optimum) have been for-

gotten, among which the origin of wealth is primary. However, this “forgetfulness” 

was not accidental: it originated from the development of Yugoslav economic 
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thought, which was greatly influenced by authoritarian rule, etatist dogmatism, vo-

luntarism, formalism, subjectivism and utopianism. 
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Figure 3. Hypothetical model of the formation of alternative institutions 

Source: Draskovic et al., 2021, p. 88. 

 

 

Observing the transition and its numerous paradoxes1 in general, it can be stated 

that it fundamentally contradicted the dialectic and strategy of modern pluralistic 

development, which verified the need for resource-allocation, organizational, moti-

vational, informational, and institutional interdependence, which must characterize 

the ideal of the so-called "acceptable world". Therefore, it is necessary to explain 

the modern post-socialist paradox and the phenomenon of post-totalitarianism (or: 

neo-totalitarianism), which exists in the environment of weak formal and informal 

institutions, and their faithful satellite and determinant - alternative institutions. It 

can be concluded that this phenomenon has been imposed on the society by disguised 

and selfish proponents of neo-dirigisme, who abused the state functions entrusted to 

them. In such a context, economic freedoms, competition, private property and entre-

preneurship (as mass phenomena), democracy and the rule of law – remained only 

as slogans and promises. 

 

 

2. NEOLIBERALISM IN PRACTICE 

Neoliberalism was and remains an ideological attempt to impose a universal and 

submissive concept of power, which Western elites exported to many post-socialist 

and other underdeveloped countries. They presented it as the only (non-alternative) 

                                                      
1 Apologetics and Democracies (abuse of K. Popper) of “spontaneous order” and “minimal state” 

(abuse of F. Hayek and A. Smith), marginalization of institutions and mass individualism (abuse of D. 

North), neoliberalism and alternative institutions in relation to the institution - freedoms - violence, as 

well as national interests - (abuse of Mc Auley and J. Buchanan). 
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solution to all social and economic problems. Neoliberal ideology has been presented 

as a supposedly scientifically based, socially, economically, politically, geopoliti-

cally and geoeconomically useful philosophy ‒ as „the end of history “(Fukuyama, 

1992). However, its basis was neither theoretical, nor consistent. It was an attempt 

of interest parties (organizations and individuals) to present this interest-driven and 

highly unjust ideology as sustainable and infallible. 

Clearly, all the above interpretations have not been relevant in practice, which 

has shown the obvious difference between theoretical “speeches” and completely 

opposite practical manifestations, or the consequences of neoliberalism. It is sympto-

matic that even those authors (Saad-Filho, Johnston, 2005) have noticed large dispro-

portions between theory and practice, and thus they have concluded that it is impos-

sible to define neoliberalism purely theoretically. Viewed through the prism of se-

veral key indicators of social and economic development (the rule of law, individual 

freedom in mass proportions, democratic governance level, monopolization level, 

opportunitarian behaviour, elitism in society, poverty, unemployment and violence 

in society, under which North et al. (2009) imply various forms of social pathology) 

it can be concluded with certainty that both of these aspects – methodological and 

institutional – have been significantly negated (degraded, compromised, misused, 

and neglected) in social and economic reality.  

Long-term practice in most SEE countries has shown that there was a real and 

big discrepancy between neoliberalism as a metaphysical ideal and its controversial 

practical quasi-manifestations. It is a controversial, inconsistent (Garrett, 2013, p.81) 

and unsuccessful concept of social development based on neoliberal economic poli-

cy as the dominant form of state regulation. It proved its irrelevance, unilateralism, 

inconsistency, and unsustainability in SEE countries. Namely, numerous limitations 

and very poor results have emerged in practice. Primarily the key social and formal 

institutions have been destabilized, and especially those that by its nature must be 

protected from the market competition (healthcare, education, and science). Highly 

crisis practice has shown that liberalization is not the same as violence against it. In 

this way, neoliberalism was manifested as a tried-and-true method of ignoring reali-

ty. The social and economic practice has relativized the mythical neoliberal propa-

ganda about the eternity of spontaneous evolution (F. Hayek) and the universality of 

the “market self-regulation” principle (Fukuyama, 1992). Nevertheless, monistic 

neoliberal instrumentalizations and institutional improvisations are still present in 

some SEE countries. Contrary, social and economic reality in developed countries 

has verified the imperative developmental need for institutional convergences, com-

binations, and synergy (institutional pluralism). 

In the post-socialist countries, neo-liberalism has had in theory an apologetic 

function, and in practice ideological and interest (redistribution) function, which is 

linked to macroeconomic politics and parties in power (Delibasic, 2019). The neoli-

beral experiment was a strong ideological ground for strengthening autocratic, irre-

movable, and corrupt authorities, rent-oriented, and opportunistic behaviour of the 
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“new elites", and criminalization of society. It weakened cultural, educational (Sed-

ziuviene and Weinhardt, 2018), and other value criteria of society and all economic 

indicators. The programmed and sophisticated application of neoliberal economic 

policy conceptually generated a conglomerateically complex, negative, and contra-

dictory economic and social context, which had its doctrinal, terminological, insti-

tutional, developmental, cognitive, strategic, interest-oriented, redistributive, proper-

ty, civilizational, geo-political, and geo-economic sense. This context has been mar-

ked by numerous practical quasi-manifestations: paradoxes, contradictions, prob-

lems, robberies, frauds, myths, restraints, systemic corruption, monopolies, control 

and inhibition of change and freedom, greedy, limitless, and non-market enrichment, 

and strengthening the power of privileged individuals (Delibasic, 2019).  

All this was constantly followed by theoretical and media apologetics. The result 

was devastating: the constant collapse of state resources and their transformation into 

the private wealth of rare and privileged individuals, most often from the ranks of 

government nomenclatures and their lobbyists. In this way, the neoliberal experi-

ment had exclusively "quasi" characteristics, in which amorphous, anti-people, anti-

developmental, and anti-civilizational abuse of the state and functions of power by 

irresponsible individuals came to the fore. This quasi-neoliberalism was reproduced 

through a specific quasi-institutional monism, that is, through the interest-rhetorical 

absolutization of freedoms and markets, which relativized everything. In practice, it 

manifested itself as an immoral, inhuman, brutal, chaotic, crisis, hegemonic, and es-

sentially neo-imperial system (order) of power, rule, violence, exploitation, and gre-

ed of power structures. However, this was not the first time that the peoples of post-

socialist countries hastily clung to promises, to unmake everything (or almost every-

thing) they had worshiped for decades, and then (today) to bow nostalgically over 

what they once had. In the aforesaid statement, we do not intend to advocate a return 

to the old, but to point out one of the general causes of great social problems, defor-

mations, and creation of a new dogma, with an uncertain duration. 

The forcing of quasi-institutional monism (market type) with various market 

constraints has contributed to the flourishing of uncontrolled forms of markets, 

which have nothing in common with the institution of efficient market regulation. A 

logical consequence followed: crisis elements reproduced (low standard of living, 

social stratification, weak motivation system, unemployment, declining production 

and all economic indicators, spreading social pathology, criminalization of economy 

and society, systemic corruption, grey economy, insufficient rule of law and other). 

This has deformed and reduced the economic reality and the general institutional 

structure. Real institutional changes have lagged behind other transitional changes 

in time, structure, quality, quantity and function, instead of being their support, sti-

mulus, and guarantor. Privileged interests have been turned into the sole guide and 

motive for economic and any other behaviour. This has turned post-socialist society 

into a specific managerial organization in which all social values were marginalized 
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and adapted to the greedy “culture” of business, which was consistently accompa-

nied by destructive and irremovable government policies (Draskovic, 2020, p. 15). 

In addition, there was a large gap between formally established economic 

institutions and economic behaviour in practice, which was far from regular norms. 

Many market substitutes, mutant and pseudo-market structures, which have only 

imitated the market infrastructure, have rooted. Competition has been reduced to 

these primitive market structures. Rigid and inconsistent quasi-neoliberal "develop-

ment" experiments have been applied in the context of inadequate (imported and 

imposed) macroeconomic recipes, on the one hand, and inadequate post-socialist 

microeconomic environments and underdeveloped institutional environments, on the 

other. This has led to catastrophic and lasting consequences. The absence of insti-

tutional pluralism as an important development criterion has caused the application 

of anti-development strategies, which have neglected knowledge (Mikalauskiene 

and Atkociuniene, 2019), innovation, production, and employment (Human Deve-

lopment - Linhartova, 2021). In such conditions, the degree of entropy and unsyste-

maticness, external indebtedness, and various forms of dependence of SEE countries 

were constantly increasing. 

 

 

2. NEOLIBERAL INDOCTRINATION 

The demise of state socialism in Eastern Europe triggered a profound restruc-

turing of individual and collective relationships, that is - socialist cultures. Narratives 

of the socialist past became important and served as vehicles for making sense of the 

post-socialist transformation and for orienting one’s own sense of identity and 

belonging (Mark, 2010; Rabikowska, 2013). Liberal thinkers conceived of culture 

as a free realm of creative pursuit at once separate from and guaranteed by economic 

and political activity. Similar vision they prophesied neoliberals, promising that 

liberal capitalist democracy guaranteed freedom. But, neoliberals’ theory of culture 

no view culture as a protected, autonomous sphere. They believe that cultural activity 

is indissolubly connected to economic and political conditions. Cultural activity 

serves the production and maintenance of particular social orders. The market order 

not have emerged without the cultural traditions and values, bolstered by myth, faith, 

art, and law, that guarantee its functioning. 

Various methods, forms, elements and rhetoric were used for the radical repla-

cement of the decades-long "socialist culture" with a post-socialist one, and in par-

ticular the so-called "neoliberal" culture (conditionally - "reform"). In this sense, in 

this paper, neoliberal indoctrination (as the sum of all applied methods) is conditio-

nally identified with the broader (more general) term of neoliberal culture. Regar-

dless of the evident crisis of the socialist project (experiment) on a global scale, as 

well as in all local environments, it was not easy in many countries and nations to 

quickly "break" many socialist ideals and entrenched "values", long-standing so-

cialist practice and the corresponding "culture". represented a seemingly stable and 
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tenacious "glue" in the decades-long process of building a new society. It was ori-

ginally envisioned as a just, free, non-exploitative and non-conflict society, without 

admixture of capitalist elements (alienation, inequality, insecurity, etc.). But, unfor-

tunately, it did not foresee the existence of some elementary and indisputable values 

of civil society. In their place, on the altar of socialism, enormous sacrifices of the 

people were made, with equality at a very low level of living standards and palliative 

reforms that were never successful. 

 Three facts are important for our article: 

 First, culture is learned, not inherited. The cultural elements of one culture 

borrowed and incorporated in recipient culture are called diffusion. The 

processes of diffusion and acculturation aim to bring some kind of cultural 

changes;  

 Second, sometimes diffusion is due to intermediate contact that occurs 

through the third party (here we mean the mass media, which has a political 

and a persuasive / manipulate power over us). “Political propaganda, ad-

vertising and the so called 'mind-bending' power of the media are long-stan-

ding causes of debate and concern. Media has a great effect on our social 

behaviour which is a part of our culture”, considers N. Showkat (2015, p. 

55); and 

 Third, In the majority of post-socialist countries, neoliberalism manifested 

itself in its opposite, as quasi-neoliberalism, in the manifestation and pheno-

menological sense, which decisively influenced the formation of the so-

called "privileged predation culture" (our term). 
 

In practice, neoliberal culture was based on behaviours that misuse power, dis-

regard equality, and enable oppression, foster the existence of authority to control 

resource allocation (so-called "cult of leaders"), ignore to social inequalities... In 

addition, it was based on concept of deregulation and individualism, who contributed 

to the above behaviours, privileges, non-market enrichment and various forms of 

violence in society. Neoliberalism is a political ideology that advocates for the mar-

ket to foster economic growth and innovation... supports deregulation, austerity, pri-

vatization, capitalism, and individualism... place limits on government spending, 

regulation, and public ownership. Neoliberalism is generally associated with policies 

aimed at achieving economic stabilization through governmental deregulation, 

privatization, decentralization, and individualism. 

In the pursuit of "a better life, democracy and the elimination of injustices and 

privileges", the old socialist cultural values were quickly replaced (the so-called 

"plush revolution") - with new values and new experiments. An indiscriminate and, 

in a large number of cases, negative shift (inversion) of system values was carried 

out, with the neglect of exemplary models and civilizational achievements. Instead 

of the internal imposition of socialist changes, new social reforms and changes 
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(conditionally: "capitalist", but essentially: imperialist) were imposed from the out-

side, by international factors. Instead of state dirigism, with a monolithic one-party 

(monist, communist) system, neoliberal dirigism with a formal multi-party (pluralist) 

system was established. 

Collective (public, social, state, "everyone's and nobody's") property was un-

critically, uncontrollably, unjustly and rapaciously transformed into private property. 

Instead of enriching society, privileged individuals from the ranks of the govern-

ment's nomenclature became rich. Instead of formal state institutions, alternative 

institutions were formed (from the shadows), managed by party leaders and the so-

called "new elites", in their own interest and to the detriment of the masses. Instead 

of prosperity, there was a long-term crisis, without any perspective for the promised 

better life, with unfathomable consequences and problems, of which perhaps the 

most serious are unemployment, insecurity and numerous post-socialist deviations 

(criminalization of society, pronounced social pathology, numerous negative exter-

nalities, inefficient institutions, government deficit of the law, spread of social po-

verty, etc.). Instead of the former bureaucratic centralism and the promised demo-

cracy, neoliberal autocracy and clientelism of the government was established. 

Social and institutional coercion have not been reduced; they have only changed their 

clothes. Instead of a progressive middle class of society, degressive "efficient entre-

preneurs" who have become rich through privileged and criminal jobs dominate. 

Privileged and vulgarized individualism, based on monopolistic and lobbyist inte-

rests, with thick layers of rhetorical and apologetic facade, replaced disempowered 

collectivism. 

Competition was cruelly reduced and turned into protectionism of enriched 

"individuals" towards their own impoverished people. Instead of knowledge and so-

lid education at all levels, mass low-quality (not to say: fake) diplomas were intro-

duced, which affirmed ignorance. The "state of development" was replaced by the 

so-called "grabbing state". It was characterized by mass privatization of profits and 

nationalization of losses. Because of all this, the propagated neoliberalism was mea-

ningless and compromised and turned into quasi-neoliberalism. Culture inevitably 

shared the fate of all the aforementioned changes and erosion of social capital. It 

transformed itself and adapted to the inhumane, immoral and greedy trends of sub-

stitution of human values with material and consumerist values. Culture, like society, 

seems to be ideologically and dictatorially determined, manipulated and changed, 

according to one's needs and interests. In this sense, the "liberation" of society and 

the economy in many segments led to the liberation from culture (that is, to its signi-

ficant, mercantilist, dogmatic and apophatic reduction, which generated non-cul-

ture)! 

Neoliberal culture was built on lies and broken promises, on the one hand, and 

the sinister elitist drive of self-interested greed, on the other. The story of pluralism 

(interest, politics, democracy, freedom, media, etc.) has been replaced by materialis-

tic monism (i.e., enrichment of privileged individuals by non-market methods - at 
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any cost), party centralization and almost complete control over political and eco-

nomic processes. The story of institutionalization has been turned into its opposite. 

Mr. Kolodko (2010, p. 61) noted that in the era of pluralistic hyper-institutionalism 

and hyper-complementarity of market and state regulation ("invisible hands" and 

"visible heads") in many transition states, neoliberals denied their synergy and forced 

institutional monism. Quasi-neoliberal recipes resembled an elitist, destructive and 

greedy concept of power, which tends to turn into omnipotence, i.e., total domination 

(of individual states, parties in power, corporations and private property of privileged 

oligarchs). It was about a new immoral formula of local and global neo-imperialism 

and neo-totalitarianism for the maintenance and expansion of hegemony, as well as 

about a virus with a simultaneous double effect: the wastefulness of one and the 

survival of the other. 

In the process of long-term and drastic degradation of social and human values, 

when everything (or almost everything) got out of control and when retrograde pro-

cesses were richly rewarded materially, it is clear that the social and economic crisis 

had a negative impact on culture in multiple ways. Regardless, the forced contra-

diction between the individual and the collective was enough to lead to cultural 

destabilization and degradation. Because individually and collectively are insepara-

ble components of not only institutional, but also cultural arrangements. A surplus 

of individualism, dogmatism, dictates, privileges, government and criminalization of 

society followed by a deficit of the rule of law, propagated massism and pluralism 

always leads to the degradation and indoctrination of culture. Neoliberal deregula-

tion essentially corresponded to alternative quasi-institutional regulation. Essentially 

and methodologically, it had an individual-conductor character. It directly contribu-

ted to the reproduction of the braking anti-development mechanism. The forcing and 

dominance of selective (privileged) individuality was the basis for the existence (not 

to say dominance) of economic unfreedom, that is, the reduction of choice in eco-

nomic and social reality, as well as enormous non-market enrichment. All this led to 

the manifestation of the key neoliberal paradox in society - between the propagated 

liberalization and practical violence against it! 

 

 

3. THE ROLE OF THE MEDIA IN THE POLITICAL AND CULTURAL 

     INDOCTRINATION 

Despite differing historical, social, political, and cultural traditions and different 

forms “democratic regimes of power”, post-socialist media culture it was influenced 

by various factors: both exogenous (“Americanisation” and “strategic communica-

tion”) and endogenous (modernization, secularization and commercialization). They 

are all ultimately contributed to a homogenization of systems media culture, rende-

ring less relevant the particular distinctions among individual countries of transition. 

Hayek's idea that neoliberalism (embodied in the free market) is the main weapon 

against the elements of neo totalitarianism has been turned upside down by false 
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(alibi) reformers into the culture and ideology of neo totalitarianism! In that sense, 

they used for indoctrination and controlling political, economic and social processes 

the latest information and communication technologies, the so-called tools of soft 

power (media). 

Certain (mainly dependent) media have significantly contributed to the political 

and cultural indoctrination of post-socialist society. However, honourable media 

exceptions must also be mentioned, which indicated that powerful individuals "have 

earthly and underground power", indicating the existence of destructive elements of 

total control in society. The comments of J. Körbler (Vjesnik, 19.11.2008, p. 9), who 

in the article “Freedom of the media or money” criticize the large and irresponsible 

behaviour (“blame”) of the media on many important issues, are undoubtedly cur-

rent. He correctly states that the media did not trample on their own freedom for the 

sake of money freedom. It has become a universal problem, which has greatly de-

graded the culture of the media through inaccurate and manipulated information. The 

mentioned problem affects the most general issues of culture, democracy, freedom 

of expression, freedom in general and media culture in particular. Media culture is 

too burdened with sensationalism, apologetics, false ideas about the existing world 

and its functioning, double standards, deficit of critical spirit, false value standards 

and criteria and frequent silence about important social problems. In this way, the 

propagated freedom of the media is paradoxically negated. 

In a long period, neoliberal "reformers" have found ways to successfully, sophi-

sticatedly and chorus propagate neoliberal ideas in many media, even though they 

contradicted social and economic reality. They did it through inept, self-aggrandi-

zing and commissioned media interviews, monologues, messages and idyllic images 

of neoliberal iconography. In doing so, they justified anything and everything, and 

took care only of their own interests. They didn't mind that in the wake of the stron-

gest neoliberal campaigns for private property, private initiative and entrepreneur-

ship, they were collecting huge funds from the highest positions in state companies! 

Both then and today, it is completely clear that it was a simplified, one-sided, 

primitive and unrealistic propaganda formula of a neoliberal experiment that failed. 

He didn't even have a chance to succeed, because he was based on fraud (false pro-

mises) and empty rhetorical myths. Thanks to media support, representatives of neo-

liberalism (so-called "reformers") have turned state regulation into a public enemy. 

This is evidenced by the permanent and persistent advertising of the so-called "mini-

mum states". In this way, public opinion was manipulated in a virtuosic, virtual and 

long (but methodologically extremely wrong and unscientific) manner in conditions 

of almost total control of political, economic, quasi-market, quasi-competitive and 

other processes, among which, unfortunately, educational ones are included. Howe-

ver, it is true that certain media did their job correctly and reported on numerous 

negative social phenomena. 
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3.1 Media subjectivity and objectivity 

The concept of media subjectivity is one of the important integral characte-

ristics, primarily from the aspect of their relationship with the authorities, but also 

with business and society in general. It is about their role in the political system and 

the development of the concrete society. At the same time, it is clear that the degree 

of subjectivity of the media directly proportionally depends on the degree of their 

economic (and other) dependence. In unstable socio-economic and political conditi-

ons, which characterize more or less all SEE countries, the media have naturally 

become full participants in the information market. Regardless of the debatability 

and contradiction of their mission, especially in the part of its research role, the media 

field is not immune to dependence, and therefore not to subjectivity. It is also clear 

that behind these media features is a multiple and invisible super-control. It is one of 

the paradoxes of our modern times, which objectively exists in an apparently trans-

parent media space. After such thoughts and observations, the question can be asked: 

how much of the mentioned characteristics were influenced by those invisible con-

trolling forces, and how much was the lack of quality, creativity and professionalism 

of the journalistic branch, which has not found its own respectable identity for a long 

time!? 

Media subjectivity is seen in the literature as "rational" and "systemic". The first 

is correlated with the degree of dependence in a competitive environment. The 

second is defined by the position in institutionalized relations or the degree of power 

of the media discourse (e.g., the Internet network plays the role of an active subject 

between objects and people). The mentioned context is not important because of the 

theory, but because of the observation of excessive and unmeasured media promo-

tion in practice. It refers to various "powerful people" ("leaders", "political heroes", 

"elites" and "gurus") from the ranks of the government, or their messages to the au-

dience. In the post-socialist period, they are most often extremely positively rep-

resented in the media, regardless of their (frequent) primitive, false, archaic, domi-

nant, paradoxical, mythomaniac, indoctrinist, populist, self-interested, archaic, apo-

logetic, dogmatic and ideological background. What was important was only a tar-

geted and multiplied message, in various situations, formats and time intervals, 

which was supposed to influence the mass formation of opinions. This was exactly 

the case with the application of supposed neoliberalism in the SEE countries. The 

media did everything to make the mentioned messages seem indisputable ("absolute 

truths"), legitimate, "understandable" and easy to remember. This is how elitist rep-

resentations of certain figures from the government (or those close to the govern-

ment) were created, which turned into specific idolatry, even though they evidently 

aspired to power, omnipotence, myth and a dangerous cult of personality. Through 

these leading figures, their party-clan institutions (most often alternative), which 

were unassailable in society for decades, were simultaneously affirmed. 

Subjugation was a recognizable and ubiquitous media path, which ideally fit 

into contemporary forms of neo-totalitarianism and sophisticated dependence of the 
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broad masses of the people. The basic mechanism that served as the populist basis 

of the aforementioned tendencies and manifestations was the apparent, ritual and 

quasi-neoliberal ideology of the alleged "good" and "innocent" government, which 

"flawlessly" initiates and controls all processes in society, for the promised and 

propagated "welfare of the people" (which was barely surviving in constant crises).  

We will not enter into numerous theoretical polemics and interpretations of 

media objectivity, which is impossible in the absolute sense, as claimed by E. Dennis 

and J. Merril (1944, p. 15). They proved that the "trap of subjectivity" is natural and 

inevitable. But it is quite enough for journalists to separate their own opinion and 

emotions from the facts and allow both sides to express their point of view of the 

truth. It is a good way for the audience to get the most complete information. The 

problem of objectivity is not and cannot be a journalist's belief, position and world 

view. The problem is fan and interest bias, ideological and/or other fanaticism, which 

are aimed at manipulating the audience. And there was plenty of that during the 

transition period. Many media outlets acted on behalf of the interests of certain 

financial or political power centers. The media, as well as their mentors, knew very 

well how the opinions of the masses can change radically. It is an opportunity to 

mention the opposite opinion, which E. Vlajki (2013) stated in his, as it seems to us, 

arbitrary "criticism for the sake of criticism" by E. Herman and N. Chomsky (1988). 

Namely, he idealistically believes that the elites cannot use the media to indoctrinate 

the masses, because "the masses are not modelling clay". In this sense, he believes 

that "the media can only reinforce or nuance the basic values of the masses, and 

cannot radically change them." It is as if the media did not make a big contribution 

to the three-decade immutability of the government, inadequate methods of gover-

nance and the spread of quasi-neoliberal dogma in the period of the post-socialist 

transition. The echo of the orchestrated media support and propaganda of the per-

nicious neoliberal ideology overpowered even numerous scientific criticisms, not 

just the naive understandings and beliefs of the masses. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

In most post socialist countries, new dogmas, absolutizations, myths, improvi-

sations and monistic privileged choices have emerged, based on path dependence 

experiences, supplemented by the application of new quasi-neoliberal experiments, 

and sublimated in the formation and strong action of alternative institutions (from 

the shadow, parallel, essentially criminal). They actually become the mediator and 

controller of key relations between the state, the people, and formal institutions. They 

have become a mechanism of neo-totalitarian order of domination of privileged 

persons and groups. The biggest contradictions of transition were observed between 

their leaders (bearers, creators) and outsiders (observers, peoples). They have re-

sulted in palliativeness, failure, increased criminalization of society, opportunistic 

behaviour, and enslavement of formal and informal institutions by alternative insti-
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tutions. It all sublimated in the general crisis. As a result, the transition has lost the 

epithet of universality, integrity, and competence, and thus the trust of the people in 

their positive outcome. The boundless quasi-neoliberal dynamics of deregulation 

broke through the moral and institutional constraints of economic reality and rational 

human behaviour. Therefore, transition reforms need to be seriously reformed. 

New times require new ways of thinking and behaving, which should be reduced 

to adaptation to the achievements of civilization in order to be actively involved in 

modern world processes and trends. Therefore, an institutional and developmental 

alternative is urgently needed. It is contained in all exemplary models of developed 

countries, which relativize empty, manipulative, unprofessional, hypocritical, and 

interest-oriented stories about freedom and the market. Unfortunately, the transition 

countries have failed to provide institutional innovation (even institutional adapta-

tion), but have unsuccessfully tried to change institutional imitations and improvi-

sations. Because of that, the paths and side roads of the transition were much more 

destructive than creative. Democracy must exist as a meta-institution and part of 

socio-cultural capital. The influence of political processes must not be directly and 

rent-oriented reflected on development economic processes. Politics must not be a 

destiny and a privilege, but an area of collective achievement of set goals (and not 

individually set goals)! Reducing, relativizing, and controlling the dominance of 

politics over the economy requires the dominance of institutions over politics and 

the economy. Real, strong, quality, and efficient institutions must be treated as a 

social good, because they enable control over all social processes and the elimination 

of possible destructive effects and tendencies. 

The practice of post-socialist countries which have implemented neoliberal 

ideology, philosophy, culture and the alleged messianic recipe for development, has 

immorally legitimized egoism and individualism of privileged. Privileged interests 

have been turned into the sole guide and motive for economic and every other be-

haviour. This has turned society into a managerial organization in which all social 

values have been marginalized and adapted to the greedy culture of business. What 

has long been called neoliberalism in literature and rhetoric was actually a cover for 

the plunder of the people (middle and lower classes) by the top authorities (as the 

leaders of the alleged new elites and big capital). In most transition countries, ho-

wever, the seductiveness of neoliberalism was much greater in terms of ideological 

symbolism, rhetoric, and false promises, than in the real and chaotic life (results) of 

post-socialist civilization. 

The article phenomenologically and critically identified and demystified the 

interest connection between the media and neoliberalism, which, among other things, 

manifested itself through the indoctrination of the masses. The media apologetically 

portrayed the role of alleged "reformers" and "new elites", which had a negative 

impact on social, economic, scientific, educational, cultural and institutional deve-

lopment. This descriptive analysis has clearly shown that neoliberal "culture" is the 

result of systemic and institutional fiasco, which in a paradoxical and organized way 
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(through abuse, manipulation and indoctrination) enabled the domination of privi-

leged elections and interest-driven individualism over freedoms, knowledge, institu-

tions, and truths. It is certainly the result of the influence of traditional culture and 

dogmatic thinking, susceptibility to some anachronistic cults, myths and prejudices, 

but also the actions of neoliberal ideology and "culture". Instead of individual greed 

and the fraudulent ("cultural") neoliberal Grail, socio-economic development must 

be sought in civilizational adjustment - political, economic, institutional, geopoliti-

cal, geoeconomics, ecological, ethical, scientific and educational. 

For decades, on all meridians, it has been lived on paradoxical and ironic con-

sensus of fear, domination, blackmail, interests, stratification, division, forced integ-

ration, changes of identity, greed, negative selection, apologetics, indoctrination and 

much more, what confuses common sense. And it's all happening with abundant 

cooperation (assistance) of the media, under the thick and blurry layers of apparent 

democracy, doomed to betrayal by the dirigistic forces of power, alienated from the 

people (who elected them)! 
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ABSTRACT 

Montenegrin transition has acquired in some of its significant aspects an op-

posite developmental approach of a destructive and deeply in crisis character. Eco-

nomically inefficient socialist system transformed into a conglomerate like unsyste-

mic structure, mutantly recombined order, which contains many anachronous struc-
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tures of the old system and surpassed rigid elements of capitalist system. The subject 

of this paper is diagnosis and critical analysis of braking factors of Montenegrin 

transition generated in discrepancy between propagated mass-society character of 

the country and realized privileged individuality. The goal of the article is to point 

out at urgent need to a) build an efficient institutional structure, which represents a 

precondition for overcoming consequences of transitional crisis, namely, the substi-

tution of institutional adaptations, imitations and improvisations with institutional 

innovations, and b) adapt to successful role models of foreign countries and to adopt 

achievements of the civilization. 

 

KEY WORDS: Transition, Institutionalization, Economic Institutions, Quasi-

institutionalization, Privatization, Efficient Owner. 

. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Post-socialist project in Montenegro started in 1989 with the so called “anti-

bureaucratic revolution”. With a difference from other post-socialist countries in 

transition (in which state-owned property dominated), in the starting phase of market 

creation, great number of Montenegrin companies were, in a formal and legal sense, 

public property (like in all other former countries of SFRY - Socialist Federal 

Republic of Yugoslavia). This is the most significant diferencia specifica because in 

a (basically, revolution like) manner the breaking of legal continuity of constitutional 

category of public property was put into practice, and it was, without a referendum, 

transformed into government-owned property. We, however, still did not read that 

anyone ever wrote about this illegal act (lawful violence – North et al, 2009). 

As in all other post-socialist countries, almost everything that was worshiped 

for decades was broken, especially the institute of state regulation. Subsequent sce-

nario was more or less typical: a well-routed psychology of paternalism and egali-

tarianism dominated (and it is still not totally overcome), inherited tendency towards 

soft budget policy, as well as interference of state-political bodies in making business 

decisions. It was believed uncritically (was it sincere?) that if was enough to destroy 

managerial and controlling mechanisms of socialist system, to privatize state-owned 

property and to implement standard measures of macro- economic liberalization and 

stabilization in order to create a market economy. 

Even though the transitional challenge appeared relatively long time ago, a 

rational and efficient response has still not been found. However, one can not deny 

many positive findings, out of which the most important are: awareness of a need 

and irreversibility of changes, embryos of entrepreneurship and private initiative, 

undertaking privatization, surpassing of dogmatic opinions on non-alternative 

development, gradual adaptation of human behavior and opinion concerning market 

economy and entrepreneurship, etc. Many specific economic and uneconomic const-

raining factors had influence on slowing down the process of transition and forma-
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tion of a new economic system of Montenegro which became independent country 

a year and a half ago. There was a break down of the former SFRY, war in surroun-

ding republics, international economic sanctions, deep economic and social crisis, 

late adoption of systemic laws , fictive implementation of privatization, inflation and 

hyperinflation long-term crisis relations with Montenegro and so on. The result was 

a negative synergy, which in time became a negative trend of “destruction without 

construction” and therefore significantly contributed to a “poor account” and to 

destruction of the Montenegrin transition. In order to better understand this paper, 

we will without delay specify the basic causes (not to say, those to blame) of the 

above mentioned state of affairs: inherited crisis situation, rhetoric related to the 

process of reforms, discrepancy between legislative regulations and genuine econo-

mic behavior, degraded economic role of the state in the period of transition and do-

mination of narrow interests of nomenclatural structures and their lobbyists, so called 

“newly-established businessmen”. All of this has significantly contributed to the fact 

that results of changes were contrary to the interests of enormous majority of the po-

pulation.  

 

 

1. SHORT ANALYSIS OF MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS 

During the entire period of transition, Montenegrin economic environment was 

characterized by insufficiency of investments for production, small financial and 

factor market, few efficient owners, non-existence of ownership structures, a spect-

rum of socio-pathological factors of influence, unspecific and unprotected ownership 

rights and difficulty of their free exchange, increased grey and criminalized econo-

my, privileged monopolies, tax evasion, rent-orientated behavior (Krueger, 1974), 

naturalization of goods-money relations, many other deformations and limits of the 

market and com-petition, etc. The mentioned negative factors act in parallel with 

many other limiting factors of institutionalization, of both economic and uneconomic 

nature, which augmented all crisis effects. These include insufficiency of legal state, 

selfmanaged ballast, paternalistic behavior, domination of politics above economy 

and all spheres of life and work, high concentration of power, lack of political con-

sensus, conflicting political interests and exhausting fight for power, sudden dis-

mantling of socialist institutions which diminished systemic governance, systemic 

instability, high transaction expenses of transition, high foreign debt, long-lasting 

drop of all economic indicators, concentration of wealth in hands of a small number 

of property monopolists, low living standards and pauperization of population, social 

decomposition, long duration of crisis (Delibasic, 2018), loss of trust in state institu-

tions, disinvesting, crisis of non-payment, taking care of displaced persons, crimina-

lization of society with accompanying entropy of the system (“alternative institu-

tions” - Draskovic et al., 2020a), lack of developmental strategy, as well as many 

other not less significant problems. 

 

http://www.transformations.knf.vu.lt/50b/contrib/vdr
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Figure 1. Creation of alternative institutions 

Source: own creation; Draskovic et al., 2020a 

 

 
Changes in social, economic, institutional, and systemic dialectics, as well as in civilized 

norms of behavior by the methods of neoliberal rhetoric and practice  

 

A paradoxical discrepancy between the promise of massiveness and its negation in 

practice 

 

Dominance of "good players" (elite) over "good rules" (institutions)  

 

Ignoring the Pareto optimum and Popper's paradoxes by restricting the freedoms of all 

individuals in terms of legality, morality, and unpunished harm to others  

 

Turning interest greed into an ominous urge for quick illegitimate and non-market 

enrichment (and strengthening power and influence in society)  

 

Misuse and subordination of institutions and economic policies, which began to serve 

private and party interests   

 

Strengthening alternative institutions, which strive for domination and total control 

Figure 2. The logic of strengthening alternative institutions 

Source: own creation 
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For assessing the objectivity of the mentioned criticism we will offer certain in-

formation which could be verified on the website of the Government of Montenegro. 

Thanks to the EU monitoring, a big number of laws were adopted in last few years. 

A considerably liberalized economy has been formulated especially in the area of 

fiscal policy (law taxes, non-taxation, capital gains and so on). That is why the Mon-

tenegrin economy became an attractive destination for investments. Appealing tou-

rist and other resources, including natural beauties of the country as well as reduction 

of business and political risks, had a significant contribution too. Influx of direct 

foreign investments in Montenegro arose from privatization of bigger companies at 

the beginning and from sale of hotels, real estate and attractive tourist locations later 

on. Having in mind a character of to date “investments” in the country, the time will 

most probably show that it was disinvestment in many cases (Draskovic, 2007). 

Regardless of their nature, significant foreign investments, after almost decade 

and a half ago, contributed to macroeconomic stability and economic growth. Howe-

ver, we emphasize four extremely unfavorable circumstances because:  

 first, the mentioned growth was accomplished with a constant growth of foreign 

trade deficit, meaning that it was generated by the state (apart from significant 

donations and influx of foreign investment, whose structure was not very 

favorable, because over 53% was invested in real estate, 

  second, the smallest part in accomplished economic growth belongs to private 

sector (hence, the question for Montenegrin eco-nomic reformists: What does 

the growth of private sector mean and to whom it serves if it does not affect the 

economic growth considerably?),  

 third, the structure of real estate sale1
 is defeating, since the share from construc-

tion of hotels is minor com-pared to direct sale of houses and apartments to 

foreigners (therefore, the tourist offer will not be improved considerably in the 

future),  

 

 
 

Table 1. Chosen macroeconomic parameters of Montenegro 

 

                                                      
1 Budget surplus in 2006 occurred as a result of state revenues from taxes on sale of real estate, muni-

cipal taxes and similar. 
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Sources: Economic Reforms Agenda of Montenegro 2005-2007; Statistical Office of the 

Republic of Montenegro (MONSTAT); Central Bank of Montenegro. 

 

 

 and fourth, the price of accelerated influx of foreign investments in a geograp-

hically small, and economically and infra-structure like undeveloped area, such 

as Montenegro, will be too high since there is a great and realistic danger from 

spreading of further disproportions in economic development, resource denatio-

nalization and internationalization of profit is certain, and it will not contribute 

to improvement of living standards and environment2. 

 

 
Table 2: New macroeconomic parameters of Montenegro (selected) 

Main Economic Indicators 2019 2020 2021 

GDP, real change in % 4.1 -15.3 13.0 

GDP per capita (EUR at PPP) 15700 13360 15370 

Gross industrial production, real change in % -6.3 -0.9 4.9 

Unemployment rate - LFS, in %, average 15.1 17.9 16.6 

Consumer prices, % p.a. 0.4 -0.3 2.4 

Public debt in % of GDP 76.5 105.3 84.0 

FDI inflow, EUR m 372 466 590 

Gross external debt in % of GDP 167.4 221.6 191.5 

Source: The Vienna Institute for International Economic Studies 

 

 

Regardless of the fact that certain new macroeconomic indicators may not 

indicate the real level of the economic crisis in Montenegro, it is necessary to notice 

in Table 2, that one extremely significant indicator (Public debt in % of GDP) has 

reached worrying proportions. Certainly, all economic indicators are greatly affected 

by the high degree of political, parliamentary and general institutional crisis. 

Capital from privatization acquired through plunder, concentrated in the hands 

of local rich people, did not show up as a reliable promoter of economic growth and 

development. Domination of the public sector is obvious, as it absorbs 60% of em-

ployed people and participates in spending of 40% of GDP. Even though the public 

sector has been decreasing in the last period, debts of the state are significant as well 

as foreign donations. Even though the rate of grey economy and unemployment rate 

have been decreasing, GDP growth rate grew while inflation rate was constantly low; 

                                                      
2 At the end of the last year, it was announced that Russian companies bought economic capacities 

which make up to 60% of Montenegro’s GDP. But, no matter the fact whether either state or private 

capitalism is imported, it is clear that the profit will spill over abroad and this will be a limiting factor 

for economic development of the country. Uncontrolled and unselective foreign investments represent 

a big danger and a mortgage. 
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a general fall of production is rather worrying, especially drastic deficit of electric 

energy, which threatens to damage economic development of Montenegro on the 

long run.  

Import is huge compared to export and GDP and therefore the deficit of trade 

balance amounts to 30% of GDP, while the balance-of-payments deficit to 12%. The 

unemployment rate decreased from 30% to 17%, but salaries have been increasing 

much faster than productivity, thanks to influx of additional resources from abroad. 

Rate of economic growth increased only in the last few years, but one also has to 

take into account a low starting base. Grey economy is significantly decreasing 

according to official statistics, which, according to our opinion, do not reflect the 

real situation in this significant segment of Montenegrin economic reality. 

 

 

3. INSTITUTIONS - LIMITING FACTOR OF DEVELOPMENT  

We consider that out of all limiting factors, slowness and inconsistency had par-

ticularly negative impact on implementation of institutional changes, which repre-

sent a general framework and precondition for all other economic and social re-

forms, as well as of magisterial transitional-evolutional processes of privatization, 

democratization, restructuring and economic stabilization (Acemoglu et al., 2004; 

Rodrik, 2007; Yerznkyan, et al., 2017). 

In the period of fifteen years of transition, like not many other countries either, 

Montenegro did not succeed in significantly eliminating (and/or reforming) old and 

building new effective economic institutes. Sudden abandonment of administrative 

state regulation dominated over slow building of market methods of economy, moti-

vation and competition, contemporary instruments of macroeconomic policy and 

entrepreneurial environment with a dominant role of private ownership. In conditi-

ons of obvious unsystemic system (of organizational, institutional and normative 

vacuum) formation of effective economic institutes was not possible. The governing 

structures opted for recombined institutions, which enabled establishment of diffe-

rent forms of quasi-institutional relations. Urging of institutional monism (quasi-

market) caused unforeseeable grievous repercussions. Diverse market restraints 

contributed to flourishing of uncontrolled forms of pseudo-markets, which have no 

common elements with the institute of efficient market regulation. Reproduction of 

crisis elements (low living standard, social decomposition, weak motivation system, 

unemployment, decline of production and drop of all economic parameters, sprea-

ding of social pathology, insufficient rule of law, etc.) occurred as a logical conse-

quence (Draskovic et al., 2020).  

The biggest responsibility for the mentioned situation lies upon the government 

structures, which allowed domination of party control3 over institutional control. In 

                                                      

3 Bringing certain measures of economic policy was often under the influence of powerful administra-

tive-bureaucratic groups, thus instead of institutionalization its violation was carried out. 
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this way, “players” and their “connections” enabled activation of institutes (rules of 

the game), which led to deformation and reduction of economic reality and general 

institutional structure. Nominal (formal) democratic institutes are mainly determined 

by the ruling party. They serve as a façade for expression and realization of interests 

of distributional coalition as the so called “new elite4”. Institutional changes have in 

time, structure, quality, quantity and function lagged behind other transitional 

changes, instead of being their support, stimulant and their guarantor. Apart form 

this, there was a big discrepancy between formally established economic institutes 

and economic behavior in reality, which was far from regular norms.  

Strategic importance of institutional aspect of transition and its priority role in 

regard to economic policy was underestimated. Self-sufficiency of institutionally 

unfounded economic policy (prone to market oscillations and pressures from dif-

ferent interest formal and informal groups) could not solve numerous economic and 

social problems on the long run. Reform of monetary, tax, foreign-trade and anti-

inflation instruments was carried out late, and their adequate application, in practice, 

is far from satisfactory. Fast and non-selective dismantling of state property and its 

transformation into private property led to a decrease in managing of basic arms of 

economic system, increase of its unsystemicity, criminalization of economy and 

parallel spreading of many forms of quasi-institutionalization. A correct state regula-

tion from “above”, which should contribute to development of other economic 

institutes (market regulation and property), did not take place, plus these other eco-

nomic institutions developed on their own and in an uncontrolled manner. Privileged 

motivation and entrepreneurial initiative of rare individuals only, was forced. Col-

lectivistic mentality of population toward the authorities was never surpassed, and 

this probably is not possible in conditions of surplus of authorities and deficit of legal 

state.  

 

                                                      

4 For three decades, this minority (the so-called new elites) has been directing, controlling, and exploi-

ting the disorganized majority (broad masses of the people) in accordance with their networked inte-

rests, preferences, and goals. Alleged reformers and new elites) had an extremely negative impact on 

social, economic, scientific, educational, cultural and institutional development, because they degraded 

and destroyed them 
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Figure 3. Limitations of the transition in Montenegro 

Source: Draskovic, 2020. 

 

 

Privatization was not carried out in line with legal and economic criteria (among 

which the most important are legality and creation of real conditions for increase of 

business efficiency and economic freedoms), but in line with interest orientated crea-

tion of new dogma about a priori greater efficiency of private property from state 

property (institutional monism), along with disregard of its basic promoters (compe-

tition, management improvement, more effective state regulation). Among nume-

rous shortfalls of Montenegrin privatization, the pole position belongs to its rapaci-

ous character, which allowed realization of narrow property-related rights and im-

possibility of their free exchange as well as reduction of competition. Lack of effi-

ciency, which is its goal function and basic criterion of privatization, speaks in detail 

about its unsuccessfulness.  

Efficient market is not possible without dominant participation of specified and 

protected private property, which represents the foundation of autonomy of business 

subjects in making free choices. The model of mass voucher privatization was ap-

plied in Montenegro but it was not carried out in an adequate way (chronological, 

qualitative like and in essence) but slowly and fictively. Domination of recombined 

forms of ownership, formal cession of property-related rights and different socio-

pathological forms of privatization (unfair, illegal, speculative, nonmarket, interest-

lobbyist), in conditions of chronic deficit of national and foreign capital, prevented 
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the authentic privatization, i.e. the propagated mass character (participation of the 

biggest number of population).  

Therefore, only rare individuals from the narrow circle of ruling nomenclatures 

and those close to them, so called newly-established businessmen became efficient 

owners. It seems that the privatization was carried out in a way and size suitable for 

a small number of privileged persons. Institutionss cannot be “transplanted” (by 

passing laws) or introduced (as technical innovations). It actually regards creation of 

new rules of behavior in a setting of their vacuum or existence of old regulators. This 

implies the fact that new institutes are heterogeneous by their character and nume-

rous, but that they must be created and operate in parallel with one another in order 

to seem as being complementary and not isolated.  

This was not taken in consideration in Montenegro and thereafter, there was a 

partial institutionalization, which in practice did not give any significant results and 

led to much greater expenses than benefits. One of basic causes of unsatisfactory 

institutionalization is the difference between formally established institutes and 

informal institutes which seamed as being active in practice, because supported by 

existing structures of authority with an aim to stay in power (political aspect) and to 

become richer (economic aspect). Deformalization of established institutes emerged 

often and it further contributed to interests of small number of privileged individuals 

and groups. 

 

 

2. “LIBERALIZATION” AND REDUCTION OF INDIVIDUAL CHOICE  

Forced liberalization, as a systemic measure, had double impact. On one side, 

(in the beginning) it contributed to many positive results: elimination of deficit of 

non-durable goods, harmonization of long term disproportion of prices, creation and 

strengthening of certain market institutes, affirmation of market-motivation and 

entrepreneurial motivation, acceptance of consciousness on inevitability of changes, 

etc. On the other side, it reflected extremely negatively on basic parameters of eco-

nomic development. How and why? By disregarding a disputed issue on degree of 

state regulation of economy, a liberal idea, in its basic sense, that the essence of eco-

nomic development consists of widening the spectrum of possibilities of individual 

choice and that the state should create and foster favorable conditions for realization 

of individual goals, is not disputable. This includes assumptions on specificities and 

protection of private property, freedom of contract, freedom of personality (which 

implies economic freedom) and the authentic institutionalization as an all-inclusive 

framework.  

Unfortunately, many practical events led to a big paradox: in a phase of procla-

imed and partially implemented liberalization, both direct and indirect reduction of 

individual choice occurred. Many economic decisions still had a political character. 

Corruption became constant trend, as well as a whole spectrum of socio-pathological 
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appearances (nepotism and similar) – Acemoglu and Verdier, 2000. There were also 

different forms of submission of individuals to the will of the authorities’ structure.  

Huge concentration of economic power in hands of politicians and interference 

of privileged nomenclature-lobbyist groups in market-processes was very significant 

as it reduced and discouraged development of market-mentality and narrowed down 

the spectrum of economic choice. Character and proportion of current business, rich-

ness of newly-established businessmen and characteristics of the market they control 

depend more often on nomenclature-level with which certain quasientrepreneurs are 

connected and/or level of bypassing of legislative regulations than on their entrepre-

neurial capabilities. The outlined and many other factors had an influence on altera-

tion of economic constraint, so instead of state character it became party-orientated 

and often had individual character too. Corporate property was powerless and un-

protected; it represented dead letter and an easy catch of privileged powerful indi-

viduals and groups which acquired control packages of shares through non-market 

methods and opportunistic behavior.  

Monopolized economic structure was created in this way, from elements which 

survived transitional cataclysm and from usurped natural monopolies. Naturally, a 

much bigger social loss from profit of rare individuals was created. Dominant class 

of “new entrepreneurs” was, helped by protective quasi-scientific elite, creating il-

lusion among people that the main problem of privatization was to define owners of 

property and that private property was (automatically) and on its own the most ef-

ficient form of ownership. The greatest part of population was only observing a suc-

cessful experiment of their own separation from ownership. Internalization of nume-

rous and detrimental externalities was neglected, thus the interests of citizens and 

society were undermined. Seeds of civil society could not grow in such an environ-

ment. Numerous non-governmental organizations were more occupied with elec-

tions and their results than with their primary mission.  

Although the economic freedom has absolute advantages over economic cons-

traint, the experience of Montenegro shows that it is needed, but is not the only con-

dition for establishment of full blooded market and corresponding institutes. Why? 

Efficient and well developed market can only be created in conditions of domination 

of private property, where efficient4 owners represent mass phenomenon. The notion 

of efficient owners in basic sense implies the owner as the main factor of production 

(as property object) capable of engaging them in a regular way and under certain 

conditions in order to secure him/her certain profit. Regularity mentioned here is also 

advocated by neo-institutional theory on property rights. It does not include in any 

way the newly-established rich people which acquired their wealth through different 

lobbyist conveniences (by getting credits, state quota and licenses, using trade and 

natural monopolies revenues from inflation, etc.) or in a sociopathological way (il-

legal export of capital, creation of financial pyramids, money “laundering”, smug-

gling of foreign currencies, war profiting, grey economy, etc.).  
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Authorities made no attempts to create environment where efficient owners (as 

mass phenomenon) would become a dominant sector of economy. Therefore, priva-

tization blended well in a mosaic of general political demagogy and eventually tur-

ned into farce, i.e. in conscious blocking of the process of creation of efficient owners 

and separation of most population from real ownership rights, which was, therefore, 

psychologically (and on paper) prepared for entrepreneurship. Proclaimed idea of 

creation of efficient owners was cut in its root with domination of demolishing ten-

dencies above creative ones, and in all social sub-systems. Enormous disintegration 

with characteristically large number of poor population and small number of newly-

established rich people is maybe the best explanation of the previous statement. 

Praising the model of mass voucher privatization led to enormous illusion (not to use 

the word - fraud) and turned into its contrast – blocking of the process of creation of 

efficient owners, their mass separation from ownership and thereafter the opposite 

of entrepreneurship.  

Experiment of expensive printing of vouchers and cheap property-related pro-

mises. The experiment represents reproduction of syndrome of separation of large 

number of population from property. In other words: most of citizens “got rid of” 

property! Montenegrin “liberalization” was more personified than charismatic beca-

use of “strong individuals in politics”. It confirmed the assessment of P. Murell 

(1996, p. 31) that it represented “before all, a dramatic episode of economic liberali-

zation in economic history”. Distributional coalitions made cartels in the market and 

as parasites developed influence on economic policy, which thanks to illegal met-

hods of taking over state property and/or its rent made possible creation of enormous 

fortune. 

 

 

3. SPECIFICITY OF MONTENEGRIN TRANSITION  

Specificity of Montenegrin transition demonstrates that in conditions of deep 

economic, social and general crisis of the society as well as unsystemic structures 

(organizational, institutional and normative vacuum)  

 it is not easy to mmediately establish the institutes of market economy,  

 application of only monetary and neo-Keynesian theoretical recipes of macro-

economic policy is not possible, but supposes their combined use in practice and  

 it is not possible to change a system with “shock therapy” (but with long term 

progression), with a difference from economic stabilization, which has to be 

decisive and radical, as G. Kolodko (1991, p. 37) claims.  

 

In real economic and social reality of Montenegro, numerous retrograde substi-

tutions happened: transition was substituted with rhetoric on reforms, market with 

monopolies and outdoor markets, private sector with privileged rich population (who 

are rarely efficient owners), entrepreneurship with rent-orientated behavior and the 
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one supportive of grey economy, democracy with party lobbying and nepotistic log 

rolling, political pluralism with totalitarianism of ruling parties and/or coalitions, and 

institutes with systemic vacuum. In this way, transitional changes in Montenegro led 

to absurd situations where old vices became ideals. In the period of the last fifteen 

years, propagated institutionalization was overpowered with specific forms of cont-

rol over it, which even through economic policy (of nomenclature clans which car-

ried it out) directed economic flows towards their own and not toward interests of 

the entire population.  

Bringing of economic decisions was under the influence of powerful administra-

tive-party groups. Certain “players” and their connections, as superior institutions, 

dominated over economic and other institutes. It deformed the entire economic rea-

lity and appropriate institutional structure. Weak institutionalization in Montenegro, 

and institutional vacuum in some areas, enabled the existence of their numerous pse-

udo forms (imitations, substitutes and improvisations) such as: meta-institutionali-

zation (creation of superior institutions and institutions of total control), institutional 

monism (messiah uncontrolled market without parallel formation of complementary 

institutes), quasi-institutionalization (paternalism, monopolism, lobbyism, social 

pathology, grey economy, rent-orientated behavior, naturalization, exchange of fo-

reign currencies on the street, domination of politics above economics, rapacious 

privatization, privileged “new entrepreneurs”, etc.).  

Therefore, in the period of Montenegrin transition there were numerous limiting 

factors, which conditioned the creation of a) conglomerated non-functional system, 

b) market limits (monopolistic authority, external effects, non-functional state regu-

lation, fiasco of the market, asymmetric information) and c) uncontrolled market. 

Thus, we believe that institutionalization of Montenegrin “institutionalization” is the 

only way for true development of entrepreneurship, market competition and 

motivation. There was more rhetoric on reform in Montenegro than real introduction 

of the full blooded, competitive and developed market. Many market institutes have 

not been established, not even some basic segments of the market and market infra-

structure and culture did not develop significantly either. Instead, market subinsti-

tutes rooted themselves as well as mutant and pseudo-market structures, which only 

imitate market infrastructure: outdoor markets, black, grey and quasi-market (in fun-

ction of survival of most of population), and monopolies (which are in function of 

making small number of population richer).  

Competition was reduced on above stated primitive market structures. 

Monopolies used maximally all chances that came their way or were made possible 

through privileges. All above conclusions imply a more general question: How much 

does the new nomenclature-criminal and rapacious “capitalism” in certain states in 

transition (which according to our opinion was surpassed long time ago in the 

Western countries) resembles modern market economy of the Western type? 

Possibilities and timeframes for accession of certain transition countries to the EU 

should be considered through this prism. Due to the fact that that appearance, quality 
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and level of institutional and democratic matrixes are principally determined by 

parties in power, another question can be posed as well: Was the state in the period 

of postsocialist transition (and if yes - to which extent) an instrument in service of 

certain (pre)determined privileged users and did it have patron-redistributive role 

(hidden behind the veil of neoliberal strategy)? 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

This analysis showed that the existence and operation of alternative institutions 

in Montenegro is the result of a systemic and institutional fiasco, which in a para-

doxical and organized way (through misuse, manipulation, and privilege) enabled 

the domination of privileged individual choice, i.e. interest individualism over in-

stitutionalism and mass. Alternative institutions are the main mechanism for realiza-

tion of the interests of rare individuals and narrow (privileged) social groups in Mon-

tenegro. 

They have an illegal, socio-pathological, and destructive character, therefore 

they represent a classic example of the conflict between individual behavior and in-

stitutional structure. The non-market, privileged, and violent separation of the popu-

lation from property in Montenegro essentially represented its separation from eco-

nomic freedoms and the suffocation of individualism on a massive scale. Quasi-

institutional monism in Montenegro was a deliberately conceived quasi-neoliberal 

improvisation and imitation, which favored the creation of various forms of 

monopoly (economic, political, etc.). 

The promotion of private interests, private property, private initiative, entrepre-

neurship, and economic freedoms, which in practice were available only to a narrow 

circle of people, thanks to the obvious inequality of conditions and access to reso-

urces (existence of monopolies, privileges, non-market ways of acquiring wealth, 

etc.) – was paradoxical and disastrous in Montenegro. Neoliberal vulgrization, dog-

matization, and subjectivization in practice did not lead to propagated freedoms and 

other civilizational values. On the contrary, it manifested itself through freedom of 

exploitation, non-market enrichment, and linking of supranational and national „eli-

tes“, i.e. through tycoonization and criminalization of the economy and society, as 

well as the constant reproduction and aggravation of the crisis. 

Nominally (formally) in the Montenegro there were democratic institutions. Ho-

wever, they were a screen for the manifestation and realization of the interests of the 

distribution coalition, which consisted of individual members of the old nomencla-

ture, nouveau-riche businessmen, the new oligarchy, and the accompanying mafia 

structures. The so-called „new elite“ had no interest in strengthening the infrastruc-

tural and institutional power of the state. On the contrary, under the slogan of deve-

loping and strengthening institutions, they developed their own business and wealth. 
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